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1
After the Gallatin River, Outside Bozeman, M ontana
BRITTA AM EEL has lived m ost o f her life west o f the continental divide. H er cur
rent stint in Ann Arbor, where she teaches and writes at the University o f Michigan,
makes her miss the m ountains and the ocean. H er poems have appeared or are forth
coming in em, Haydens Ferry Review, and Fugue.

3
Active Rhythm (-Indigo Letter-)
I Tell You These Things Because You Are Clearly In Pain
CAL B E D IE N T is the author o f several books o f literacy criticism and o f two
collections o f poetry: Candy Necklace (Wesleyan) and The Violence o f the M orning
(University o f Georgia). He is a co-editor o f the New California Poetry series and
teaches at UCLA.

if
Redolence
JE N N IF E R K. D IC K is the author o f Fluorescence (University o f Georgia Press,
C ontem porary Poetry Series w inner 2004) and Retina/Retine (a bilingual, hand-sewn
chapbook w ith artwork by Kate Vanhouten and translations by Remi Bouthonnier,
Estepa Editions, Paris, 2005). H er recent work appears or is soon forthcom ing in
The Colorado Review, Aufgabe, The Canary, Mipoesias.com, Gargoyle, Diner and Green
M ountains Review. She has guest edited a selection o f French translations, including
her own translations o f French poet Remi Bouthonnier, and including interviews, for
www.chicagopostmodernpoetry.com (click on FRANCE). From Iowa, she currently
lives in Paris where she is a doctoral candidate in Com parative Literature at Paris III:
La Sorbonne Nouvelle. She teaches for the ENSAE (Ecole N ationale de la Statistique
et de l’Adm inistration Econom ique) and for Oxbridge Summ er Programs.

10
Poi cominciai: ‘Belacqua, a me non dole”
JO H N NIEKRASZ lives on the Clark Fork River in Missoula, M ontana. He studied
poetry at Iowa and cut his knuckle on the edge o f a crash cymbal yesterday. uPoi
cominciai: Belacqua, a me non d o le ’ is from a manuscript-in-progress entitled
Belacqua.

i

12
Belated Hymns I, IV, V
JAIM E SILES’ collections o f poetry include Canon, winner o f the Premio Ocnos in
1973, Musica de agua, winner o f the Premio de la Critica in 1983, and Semaforos,
Semaforos, winner o f the Premio Fundacion Loewe in 1989. These poems come from
his 1999 collection, Himnos tardios, winner o f the Premio Internacional de Poesi'a
Generacion del 27. MILES W A G G EN ER ’S translations o f Jaime Siles can be found
in Salt Hill, HUBBUB, International Poetry Review, and The Louisville Review. He
teaches writing and literature at Prescott College.

17
The Heaven-Sent L eaf
In the Flower Store N ext Door
Financial Release
KATY LEDERER is the author o f the poetry collection, Winter Sex (Verse Press,
2002) and the memoir Poker Face: A Girlhood Among Gamblers (Crown, 2003). She
currently lives in M anhattan, where she works for a quantitative trading firm.

20
from Shades o f Death Road
JILL MAGI is the author o f Threads, a hybrid work o f text and image, forthcom ing
in 2006 from Futurepoem Books, and the chapbook Cadastral Map, published by
Portable Press at Yo-Yo Labs. H er work has appeared in The N ew Review o f Literature,
Aufgabe, Chain, Boog City, Pierogi Press, The Brooklyn Rail, Global City Review, and
is forthcoming in Freehand. Jill edits Sona Books, a com m unity-based chapbook
press with a corresponding web-zine at www.sonaweb.net. She teaches at Tbe City
College/CUNY Center for Worker Education, an interdisciplinary liberal arts degree
program for working adults.

24
Excavations
To X. and I
PHAN N H IE N H A O was born in 1967 in Kontum, Vietnam. He immigrated to
the United States in 1991 and now lives in Los Angeles, California. He has a BA
in Vietnamese Literature from The Teachers College o f Saigon, a BA in American
Literature from UCLA, and a Master in Library Science, also from UCLA. He is the
author o f two collections of poems, Paradise o f Paper Bells (1998) and Manufacturing
Poetry 99-04 (2004). His poems have been translated into English and published
in the journals The Literary Review, Manoa, xconnect and Filling Station, and in O f
Vietnam: Identities in Dialogues (Palgrave, 2001), and in a full-length, bilingual
collection, Night, Fish and Charlie Parker, the poetry o f Phan Nhien Hao, translated by
Linh D inh (Tupelo 2006). LIN H D IN H is the author o f two collections o f stories,

Fake House (Seven Stories Press, 2000) and Blood and Soap (Seven Stories Press,
2004), and three books o f poems, A ll Around What Empties O ut (Tinfish, 2003),
American Tatts (Chax, 2005) and Borderless Bodies (Factory School, 2005). His work
has been anthologized in Best American Poetry 2000, Best American Poetry 2 0 0 4 and
Great American Prose Poems from Poe to the Present, am ong other places. He is also
the editor o f the anthologies Night, Again: Contemporary Fiction from Vietnam (Seven
Stories Press 1996) and Three Vietnamese Poets (Tinfish, 2001), and translator o f
Night, Fish and Charlie Parker, the poetry o f Phan N hien Hao (Tupelo, 2005). He lives
in Norwich, England as a David W ong Fellow at the University o f East Anglia.

26
from The Georgies
VIRGIL (Publiius Virgilius Maro, 70-19 BCE) was born near M antua in Gaul. The
Georgies, Virgil’s second major poem, took seven years to white, and was com pleted
in 29 BCE. The work consists o f over two thousand lines o f poetry in four books and
considers agriculture, viticulture, animal husbandry, and beekeeping.

30
Rilke
G IN A MYERS lives in Brooklyn where she co-edits the tiny with Gabriella Torres.

31
from The Jellyfish Diaries
A IM EE N E ZH U K U M A TA TH IL is the author o f Miracle Fruit, w inner o f the
Tupelo Press Prize, and the forthcom ing Corpse Flower. New work appears in Tin
House and Hotel Amerika. She is assistant professor o f English at SUNY-Fredonia.
There is a toad who vexes her geriatric dachshund when she goes outside, in spite of
all the lake effect snow.

34
A n abridged history book &Totems
In the spirit o f a more honest contributors note, BOB H IC O K announces that no
ballet or sym phony will soon be performed, based on his crown o f thorny sonnets,
nor will his work soon appear to have gained m aturity o f perspective, though a group
o f 3/8s o f his poems are due out in O K American Poetry: Why the Cow Says Moo.

35
Interview with D.A. Powell
D.A. POW ELL is the author o f three full-length collections o f poems; the most
recent, Cocktails, was a finalist for the National Book Critics Circle and the Lambda

Book Awards. Powell’s work has appeared in Boston Review, Tin House, Denver Quar
terly, and the Washington Post. His honors include a Pushcart Prize, an Academy of
American Poets Prize, and a fellowship from the National Endowm ent for the Arts.
Powell was recently in residence in M ontana as the Engelhard Visiting Writer. He has
taught at Harvard, Columbia, and University o f Iowa. He is presently on faculty at
University o f San Francisco.

43
[crematorium at sierra view cemetery next to the highschool, regarding the]
D.A. POWELL

45
Cruel and Gentle Things
O Good Samaritan
AMY KIN G is the author o f the poetry collection, Antidotes fo r an Alibi (Blazvox
Books, 2005), and the chapbook, The People Instruments (Pavement Saw Press
Chapbook Award, 2002). She currently teaches Creative W riting and English at
Nassau C om m unity College and teaches a workshop o f her own design, “M aking the
Urban Poetic,” at Poets House in M anhattan. Amy is also an interview correspondent
for miPOradio. Please visit www.amyking.org for more.

48
from Helsinki
PETER RICHARDS is the author o f Oubliette (Verse Press, 2001) and Nude Siren
(Verse Press, 2003). He teaches at Harvard University where he is a Briggs-Copeland
Lecturer in American Language and Literature.

53
flings
shifted
C IN D Y SAVETT teaches poetry workshops to psychiatric inpatients at several
hospitals in the Philadelphia area. H er poems have appeared in recent or forthcom ing
issues o f LIT, Margie, Heliotrope, The Marlboro Review, can we have our ball back,
Apocryphaltext, 2 6 Magazine, and other journals.

55
from Hovenweep
ELIZABETH R O B IN SO N is the author o f six books o f poetry, w ith two more
coming out in 2006— Apostrophe (Apogee Press) and Under That Silky Roof{Burning
Deck Press). She lives in Boulder and teaches at the University o f Colorado.
iv

57
Forces o f Modifications:
On Barbara Guest's The Red Gaze
A N T H O N Y HAWLEY S first book o f poems, The Concerto Form, will be published
by Shearsman Books this spring. He is the author o f the chapbooks Afield (Ugly
D uckling Presse) and Vocative (Phylum Press) and has poems forthcom ing in The
Hat, Octopus, Delmar, Colorado Review, and Verse. He currently lives in Nebraska
with his wife and daughter.

60
1861.3 (192-199)
1861.4 (199-209)
1862.6 (301-305)
1862.11 (317-319)
1862.12 (320-325)
JA N E T H O LM ES is the author o f F2F (forthcom ing from University o f N otre
Dame Press) as well as three other books. Director o f the all-poetry Ahsahta Press,
she teaches in the MFA Program at Boise State University.

73
Distraction
Speak Low
CARL PHILLIPS is the author o f seven books o f poems, including The Rest o f Love
(2004), finalist for the N ational Book Award, and w inner o f the Theodore Roethke
Memorial Prize and the Thom G unn Award for Gay Male Poetry, and The Fether
(2001), which received the Kingsley Tufts Poetry Award. His next book, Riding
Westward, will be published in the spring o f 2006. Phillips has also written a book
o f essays, Coin o f the Realm: Essays on the Life and A rt o f Poetry, and has translated
Sophocles’ Philoctetes. He teaches at W ashington University in St. Louis.

77
This Nest, Sw ift Passerine: 3rd Movement
D AN BEACHY-QUICK teaches in the MFA W riting Program at the School o f the
Art Institute o f Chicago. His newest book is Mulberry (Tupelo, 2006). The work
from which this material derives— This Nest, Sw ift Passerine— will appear from Tupelo
Press in 2008.

113
Just under the sternum, where the unspeakable
GREG G L A Z N ER ’s books o f poetry are From the Iron Chair, which won the Walt
W hitm an Award, and Singularity, both published by WNJ. N orton. C urrently on an

NEA Fellowship, Glazner is at work on Zends Cure, a m ulti-genre novel. Excerpts
from Zends Cure have appeared in Ploughshares, Colorado Review, Poetry, Seneca Re
view, and elsewhere.

114
from hyper glossia
STACY SZYMASZEK is the author o f Emptied o f A ll Ships (Litmus Press) as well as
several chap books, Pasolini Poems (Cy Press) am ong them. W ork from her ongoing
serial poem “hyper glossia” was just published as a Belladonna chapbook. She is from
Milwaukee but recently relocated to New York to work at the Poetry Project at St.
M ark’s Church. She brought a Jonathan Williams portrait o f Lorine Niedecker that
hangs near her desk.

117
Isochronous
KAREN A N -H W EI LEE’S first book-length collection, In Medias Res, won the
Kathryn A. M orton Prize from Sarabande Books and the Poetry Society o f America’s
Norm a Farber First Book Award. Her chapbook, God’s One Hundred Promises,
received the Swan Scythe Press Prize. The recipient o f fellowships from the Yoshiko
Uchida Foundation, the Beinecke Foundation, and the National Endow m ent for
the Arts, she holds an MFA in creative writing and a PhD in literature. She lives and
teaches on the West Coast.

121
Sad Song
PH A N HUYEN T H U was born in H anoi in 1972 and still lives there. She comes
from a musical family, her father a famous song composer, her m other a singer.
Phan Huyen Thu herself has performed publicly on various traditional instrum ents.
A journalist and screen-writer by trade, Phan Huyen Thu is the author o f two
collection of poems, Lying on my Side (2001) and Chest Empty (2005), and a book o f
stories, Wooden Gecko (2003). Her works have also been translated into English and
published in The Literary Review and O f Vietnam: Identities in Dialogues (Palgrave,
2001).

122
Exercises in Translation
Georgies o f the M in d
KIMBERLY JO H N S O N ’S first poetry collection Leviathan with a Hook (Persea
Books) appeared in 2002, and she has recent work in The New Yorker, The Southern
Review, Arion, and elsewhere. Recipient o f awards from the National Endowm ent for
the Arts and the Utah Arts Council, she currently lives in Salt Lake City.
vi

124
from North American Dreams
JO N T H O M P S O N edits Free Verse: A Journal o f Contemporary Poetry dr Poetics at
N orth Carolina State University. He also edits Parlor Press’s new poetry series, Free
Verse Editions. His first collection was The Book o f the Floating World (2004). The
prose poems published here are from a sequence that meditates on contem porary
American experience and its histories; the italicized quotations are all from Edward
Taylor’s poetry.

128
[The Sad Russian Masters Are Sad No More]
[I Thought the Gravity o f a Situation...]
[For Aught I Know...]
ADAM CLAY’S first book, The Wash, is forthcom ing frorn Parlor Press. His poems
appear in Barrow Street, Iowa Review, Denver Quarterly, and elsewhere. He lives in
Fayetteville, Arkansas.

131
Fourteen Short Reviews

150
Reindeer Round
Christmas Prelude
LISA JA R N O T is the author o f three books o f poems, including Black Dog Songs
(Flood Editions, 2003). She lives in Queens and teaches at Brooklyn College.

152
from John Fahey’s America’
AARON M C C O L L O U G H S third book of poems Little Ease is forthcom ing from
Ahsahta Press in Fall 2006. He is the recent recipient o f a G ertrude Stein Award in
Innovative Poetry. He is married to Suzanne C hapm an. They have been living in Ann
Arbor, Michigan.

155
metamorphoses
EVIE SHOCKLEY S poetry collection, a h a lf red sea, is forthcom ing in 2006 from
Carolina Wren Press, which also published her chapbook, The Gorgon Goddess (2001).
H er work appears in Beloit PoetryJournal, Blue Fifth Review, Brilliant Corners, Callaloo,
Fascicle, Hambone, H O W 2, nearSouth, nocturnes (re)view, Poetry Daily, Talisman,
and other journals and anthologies. She is Assistant Professor o f English at Rutgers
vii

University, where she teaches African American literature and creative writing.

156
White Item (2)
Olympia (3)
“Living Distances”
JAYE BARTELL lives in an attic in Asheville, N orth Carolina, where he is a bookseller
and curator o f the Fresh Air Reading Series. His work has been or will be in thistle,
Avant-God, Eye fo r an Iris #16, and Capgun.

159
from Key Bridge
KEN RUMBLE is the director of the Desert City Poetry Series and a m em ber of
the Lucifer Poetics Group. His poems have appeared or are forthcom ing in One Less
Magazine, Wherever We Put Our Hats, Carolina (Quarterly, Cranky, Fascicle, GutCult,
Typo, the tiny, and others.

164
Negatives Spaces I, II, III, I V
EILEEN R. TABIOS has written 10 books o f poetry, a short story collection, and a
collection o f art essays. In 2005, she released the multi-genre collection I Take Thee,
English, For M y Beloved (Marsh Hawk Press, New York), which features poems, an
experimental novel, an art m onograph, play, and poetics prose. In 2006, she will
release a new poetry collection, The Secret Lives o f Punctuations, Vol. I (xPressed,
Espoo). Recipient o f awards including the Philippines’ N ational Book Award for
Poetry, the Potrero Nuevo Fund Prize, the PEN /O akland Josephine Miles National
Literary Award, and the Judds Hill W inery Annual Poetry Prize, she writes the poetics
blog, “The Chatelaine’s Poetics” (chatelaine-poet.blogspot.com).

168
G. isfo r Glassblower. Gestated. Gravid. Ugly.
ARIELLE GREENBERG is the author o f M y Kafka Century (Action Books, 2005),
Given (Verse, 2002) and the chapbook Farther Down: Songs from the Allergy Trials
(New M ichigan, 2003). H er work appeared in the 2004 and 2005 editions o f Best
American Poetry. She lives with her family in Evanston, Illinois and teaches at
C olum bia College Chicago.

170
from The Ideograms
M A T T H E W R O H R ER is the author o f four books o f poems: A Hummock In The
viii

Malookas, which won the 1994 N ational Poetry Series and was chosen by Publishers
Weekly as a “Best Book o f the Year” for 1995; Satellite; A Green Light (which was
shortlisted for the 2005 Griffin Prize); and Nice Hat. Thanks, which was written
collaboratively w ith Joshua Beckman. An audio C D , Adventures While Preaching The
Gospel o f Beauty, collects some o f their live, improvised collaborative poems from
their extensive tour to support the book. M atthew Rohrer’s poems have appeared in
m any journals here and overseas and have been widely anthologized.

174
“The Seed Vision ” (from Flet)
JOYELLE M C SW EEN EY is the author o f The Commandrine and Other Stories and
The Red Bird, both from Fence. She teaches in the MFA faculty at the University o f
Alabama and writes reviews for The Constant Critic, she is also the co-publisher o f
Action Books, a new press for poetry and translation (www.actionbooks.org). “The
Seed Vision” is an excerpt from her sci-fi novella, Flet, which imagines a N ation in
which a catastrophic Emergency has prom pted the Adm inistration to evacuate and
perm anently close all cities. The protagonist, Flet, experiences this ‘Seed Vision when
she secretly returns to the deserted O ld Capitol.

176
The Aviation o f Transformations
[There lived a / m iller...]
In 1928, D A N IIL KHARM S (1905-1942) and friends founded the last avant-garde
collective o f the early Soviet period, the O B ER IU , or Union o f Real Art, which
followed in the footsteps o f avant-garde artists and writers they adm ired— Kazimir
Malevich, Velemir Khlebnikov, M ikhail M atiushin, and Igor Terentiev, am ong
others. Kharms’ idiosyncratic visions and aesthetic theories centered around a belief
in the autonom y o f art from real world logic and the intrinsic m eaning to be found
in objects and words outside o f their practical function. By the late 1920s, his
antirational verse, nonlinear theatrical performances, and public displays o f decadent
and illogical behavior earned Kharms the reputation o f being a “fool” or a “crazyman in Leningrad cultural circles. Soviet authorities, increasingly hostile toward the
avant-garde in general, deemed Kharms’ writing for children anti-Soviet because o f its
absurd logic and its refusal to instill materialist Soviet values. In 1931 he was arrested
and prosecuted for his involvement in a group o f “anti-Soviet children’s writers.”
After serving a short time in exile, he was no longer allowed to perform his work. He
found it increasingly difficult to publish even his work for children, which had been
his sole source o f income. Kharms lived in debt and hunger for several years until his
final arrest on suspicions o f treason in the sum m er o f 1941. He was im prisoned in the
psychiatric ward at Leningrad Prison No. 1 and died in his cell in February, 1942. His
work was saved from the war by loyal friends and hidden until the 1960s when his
children’s writing became widely published and scholars began the job o f recovering
his manuscripts and publishing them in the west. MATVEI YANKELEVICH is the
ix

editor o f the Eastern European Poets Series at Ugly Duckling Presse and co-edits
6x6, a poetry periodical. A book o f Kharms’ selected works in M atvei’s translation
is fortcoming from Overlook Press. Matvei’s translation of Vladimir Mayakovsky’s
“The Cloud In Pants” was recently included in Circumference Magazine. His own
writing has appeared in various little magazines. An ongoing critical piece on
Russian-American poets appears on-line at Octopus Magazine. He is the co-translator,
with Eugene Ostashevsky, o f An Invitation For M e To Think, the Selected Poems o f
Alexander Vvedensky, forthcom ing from Green Integer; and o f Russian Absurdism:
OBERIU, an anthology forthcom ing from Northwestern University Press. Matvei is
currently exploring the connections between Daniil Kharms and Marcel Ducham p.
ILYA BERNSTEIN is a poet and translator. He is the author o f one book o f poems,
Attention and M an (Ugly Duckling Presse, 2003).

180
Politics and Poetics in Juliana Spahr’s
This Connection o f Everyone With Lungs
M O N IC A FAM BROU GH was born in Atlanta, Georgia. H er poems and reviews
have appeared in Bajfling Combustions, A rt N ew England, Octopus Magazine,
Weird Deer, and American Weddings, am ong others. A chapbook, Black Beauty, is
forthcoming from Katalanche Press.

184
On Andrea Baker’s
Like W ind Loves A Window
CRAIG M O R G A N T E IC H E R has poems appearing in The Paris Review, Boston
Review, Pleiades, and other publications. O ther reviews appear in Harvard Review,
Octopus, and elsewhere. He lives in New York, where he works as an Assistant Editor
at Publishers Weekly. His blog is at slickerchumways.blogspot.com.

188
from Delay Rose
LESLIE SCALAPINO is the author o f thirty books o f poetry, fiction, plays, and
essays. M ost recent poetry includes: It’s go in/quiet illumined grass/land (The PostApollo Press). M ost recent fiction: Dahlia’s Iris (FC2). Forthcom ing from Green
Integer is a collection titled: Day Ocean State o f Stars’Night.

191

[

J

Dolls’ eyes
Stainseii
PH IL C O RDELLI is one-half o f The Pines (www.thepines.blogspot.com), and much

less o f m any other things, including Ugly D uckling Presse, Wave Hill, the Bruce
Museum, and the Arm ageddon Brothers.

194
Book o f War
SUSAN T IC H Y ’S poems have been widely published in the US and Britain, and
have been recognized by awards from the National Poetry Series and the National
Endow m ent for the Arts. H er third book, Bone Pagoda, poems on Vietnam , is
forthcom ing from Ahsahta Press. She lives in Colorado and in Virginia, where she
teaches at George M ason University. She also serves as C ontributing Editor for the
new journal, Practice: N ew Writing + Art.

197
from The Hands o f Day
PABLO N E R U D A was born Neftali Eliecer Ricardo Reyes Basoalto in Parral, Chile,
in 1904. He served as consul in Burma (now Myanmar) and held diplom atic posts in
various East Asian and European countries. In 1945, a few years after he joined the
C om m unist Party, N eruda was elected to the Chilean Senate. Yi/hen Chiles political
climate took a sudden turn to the right, N eruda fled on horseback over the Andes
and lived in exile for m any years. He later established a perm anent hom e at Isla
Negra. In 1968 he composed The Hands o f Day (Las manos del dla), from which
the poems in this issue are taken. In 1970 he was appointed Chiles ambassador
to France, and in 1971 he was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature. He died in
1973. Over a fifteen year period, W ILLIAM O ’DALY was the first to translate six
o f Pablo N eruda’s late and posthum ous works: Still Another Day, The Separate Rose,
Winter Garden, The Sea and the Bells, The Yellow Heart, and The Book o f Questions,
all now available in second editions and published by C opper C anyon Press. He also
has published a chapbook o f his own poems, The Whale in the Web, w ith C opper
Canyon, and recently com pleted a historical novel set in C hina, This Earthly Life,
co-authored with the esteemed Chinese writer H an-ping Chin. A recent recipient o f
a NEA Fellowship, O ’Daly resides with his wife and daughter in the foothills o f the
northern Sierra Nevada.

203
translations [1], [2], [3]
KATE G R EE N STR E ET S chapbook, Learning the Language, was published by
Etherdom e Press last fall, case sensitive, her first full-length book, is due from Ahsahta
Press in September 2006. Adore inform ation can be found at kategreenstreet.com.

207
I asked the m ind fo r a shape /
and shape meant nothing
B R IT T A A M E E L

213
Fontaine de Vaucluse
GRETA W ROLSTAD, a gifted poet, painter, and photographer, passed away on Au
gust 9, 2005 from injuries suffered in a car accident. A thinker, adventurer, traveler,
and observer, she was moved by learning and new experiences. She was pursuing an
MFA degree in Creative W riting at the University o f M ontana, where she also held a
teaching assistantship. Greta had impeccable taste in writing, food, music, art, shoes,
and geography. She served as poetry co-editor o f CutBank Literary Magazine from
2004-2005. Greta attended the 2005 Summer Literary Seminars in St. Petersburg,
Russia on a scholarship awarded by Fence. Several o f her poems are forthcom ing in
The Canary. H er birthday is April 26th, 1981, and we celebrate her.

Britta Ameel

After the G allatin River, O utside Bozeman, M ontana
for Greta

The m om ent after begins. Birds on your sill
offer themselves. A flock o f thum bs. Flight. No question
o f ascending. Speed. After. W hat did I do?
An act I remember but can’t place. Something srrtall.
The turning o f the faucet. Afraid to move the papers that stack like layers
o f earth.
N ot -glow, not -light, som ething silver and sticky.
After water. Smoke. After gauzy curtains blowing in the middle o f a hot
day.
The space between nail and flesh.
We are fast as highway nerves. W ooded trail,
dapple and grid o f birds. Twilight cuts
the light half from the dark half. We are edges, we are now,
the m om ent before now, after now. We move away.
The sugar still sweetens in a blue bowl on the counter.
*

Imagine the whole valley filling with it.
Silvery smoke, not air, more ash and fog.
The cam ping sparks underneath indistinguishable as nightfall.
Diam onds at the gray field’s edge. Light?
This sea comes too fast and in shades o f dust. Are you here,
this abyss o f a dream and have I dream t this highway back to you.
The hot light through the pine tops.
Begin on the bank
east o f bear country and a big sky. Sun sets
itself down like a teacup in your lap. At home, your spoon
next to the typewriter next to a w indow and a curtain
sheer enough to see one way, almost the other. Your arsenal
1

o f pain, the sitting dow n and the standing, bone after bone
after bone.
Later, underneath, dream t a crow, his tail on fire.
The breathing and the breath this im agined drow ning in air n o t water.
Take me w ith you. I floated
the river th at cuts through that valley, bum ped
at the w ater’s lowest since last year. I ju m p ed off a bridge.
The cold and deep water. So far away you m ust dredge for shadows.
*

A bout solitude. The aspens, quieter snow,
m aybe it was a Sunday, air a prayer, nether-bound. W h a t about boats.
W ords foam on our lips. Loose them to w hatever’s outside.
D o you believe in it. That solace. Are there questions left to ask.
Is there anything to know.
The rush o f it,
siphoning off, the thrushes at your sill, the dust in the room , shards o f glass.
The train shakes the w ater o f the w ater glass.
W e are w ater and it’s a w onder we do w hat we do.
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Cal Bedient

ACTIVE RHYTHM (-Indigo Letter-)

This artist, if you can call him an artist, was squirting blue paint out o f his
anus
onto a canvas on the floor. I’m glad my m other wasn’t there to see it.
It’s w hat Messiaen calls active rhythm , as when one character
punches another in the face.
(There was a long pause.)
“I have your order,” Pieter said.
“W here would you like it?”
W ent very still.
“D on’t wear the earrings, leave them on the table.”
Classical art is the last car o f the train, the one that goes by silently. It’s
like the hundreds of
silver crosses, too, that flash on the lake w ithout touching it. As for you,
you paint with appalling carelessness. The road in your painting, if you can
call it a road, looks like chopped rotten wood. That does it, I use the word
crapulent against you. Tear my heart out, why don’t you.
I have reviewed eight canvases this size and concluded: “Rain is junk
atmosphere. It makes one
detest all one’s acquaintance.” Sometimes, am idst this decadent m odern art, I
tremble all over myself, a blind hairless dog at the base o f a m ountain o f fleas
decomposing in twelve angles o f fall.
You look surprised, you who feel at hom e in your air-hanger studio,
hearing each up-in-the-corner speaker howling the same meathead theory of
art: Lose modulation. Paint between things, not things.
Be a dove. Paint Venus pupping in your laundry basket,
careless love.
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I TELL YOU THE S E YOU T H I N G S BECAUSE
YOU
ARE
C L E A R L Y
IN
P AI N

. . . distances part themselves,
ovaries, butchers.
the rinsings o f silver pails paling in the tons o f stretch;
stepped, em pty baths;
is endless, that death;
and up close,
the awful piles o f you,
piles and pleats o f you
lying in the undivision.
C ould we be w ith all our heart?
“bearers o f the unspeakable”

“bearers o f the dew ”

Loose is the cloudblow th at flows about you,
such w ork for the keel in you, as you splash,
un
faced, into the too-close dark.
W h a t has us we give ourselves to
we could hardly bear
to p art w ith a single—

joking

weeping,

hush, now, the atom y sparks are h u m m in g — is it a lull,
the lull o f you? Som ebody’s breath makes a little loving.
W hich is n o t as if Fearlife disappears at the mass-curves;
nor as if you could taste, up there, the m ilk-swarm s
o f the wild oars’ glitter-talk;

4

nor even as if the moon,
pitted mother, should show her face
above a waste dotted far out w ith little sails,
most dead/
slumped,
and call to you:
“Such happiness,
seeing you all different there, all at sea.”
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Her dainty reflections

Unabashed resting place for castor oil and musk sacks
C

John Niekrasz

Poi cominciai: “Belacqua, a me non dole”
[Then I began: “Belacqua, I will not grieve”\

anywhere in this
I too was pulled from the bay’s
frothed wings
w hen art was a rem em brance o f the dead
no t a stum p
upon w hich to better reach
the cathedral door’s to p k n o t
to tease it
the branch only touches one w indow
and there
it skitters red sap in streaks
like a m aim ed
grebe’s prints across the heath
is your second wife

this death
and this plum hill

an afternoon you’d do well
to scare rats from the cellar o f

to find hom e in
w ith a candle

and an ether-soaked robe
b u t we are safe
unless m ilkweed can take root in the ear
m y friend
tell me you know the ship
and your bed is really a boat and

in the bottle is a trick
the two o f us a bed

I rem em ber a city he says
its lights brought m e
to a lake
I brought you to a lake and it took your
image into its m o u th
o f knapped flint slowly

spit a correspondence
back at the w ind

b u t the dream o f such vehicle is a delicacy I do u b t
there’s a craft can brook this seclusion
a stylus
p u t to m y brow
although this second life m ight
m ake one wish for a tight pine house
d en t its prow
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and shake a blossom
from the quince sprig
embosomed
in a crack in the bridge
you with your fog-cries
have come close
to reconstructing the landscape
its boxcars
and fog-cries
its couloirs o f u nburnt leaves
and I tried to invent jealous words
so that they
might swarm
about these peasant trium phs
but instead they built a hunting pack
whose pageant
of howls
shakes shim-stars from this tunnel’s walls
as if m ourning the demi-loss
continuous
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Jaime Siles

Belated H ym ns

I
Gods or God, a series
of diverse figures, draws near me.
They compose a scene
that by chance I have seen before in a stained glass window.
They are not a page from a book. They arrive
clustered in the shadow
of a hollow branch that bears the days
wherein flower, pallid from pleasure,
the hours’ miserable fruits o f living miserably.
Now and then they peer out
and their eyes are flashes o f light:
indications, not-they
who write my not-me,
my not-I, my not-m em ory
on the other side o f the view of my not-eyestrain.
There, where translucence is a language,
words sweat out a trans-I,
they permeate the person:
they equinox him,
they solstice him,
they freeze him.
But where there is no language or light through a transparent body
everything assumes the form o f a sunset.
Gods or figures
or figures and gods
or figures o f gods
in the signs o f the air
written by light.
The light, the only sign
in which I might find myself,

12

revive myself, read myself
with that uncertainty o f a beginning
that shows through, that clarifies,
holds, and marks its end.
My end is this
horizontal and geometric w ound
that, in the bottom o f the glass,
does not end, and calmly
like a steady march,
begins to elapse.
Like a smudge, the sky
fixes upon its movement in that glass—
like a heron,
its neck curves;
like a heron,
its clouds distance themselves
in the wet petals
of a single breath.

13

IV
All reflex appears in w hat was,
as all rem em brance appears in w hat is given.
There is never a return to the tim e o f w hat was,
because it takes place in the real.
N o t in the m om ent
the eyes rem em ber, no t the space
that the m o m en t takes back, not that m o m en t happening
over there and at this tim e.
They form together
an instance o f perm eable tim e,
where the was deepens the given
in a process o f m utual sense
where both coincide
in a transparency o f vision.
Like them , I see
the sharp profile o f the araucaria.
It follows the air o f its sky
like days, the small branches
in w hich they sound diluted—
its intim ate and final trem or.
Like branches tim e reverberates.
Like leaves tim e is a rum or.
It sounds asleep
in the space th at builds its images.
It sounds asleep from its own rum or.
Its bottom , like w ater’s loam , is transparent:
it takes the form o f a wave, and in each circle it projects
successive images o f a center that is rum or.
The ru m o r o f the leaves
grows in the form o f w ind.
A not-yet flame becomes shining.
A not-yet flame preludes its ash.
Its acoustic co n to u r flames against the air.
Sculpture w ith o u t leaves, the statue o f light.
The successive lights give voice to images:
they build n o t a center b u t a prism ,
th at m ultiplies light in their vision:
they catalyze it in a rum or o f signs.
They are the encountered.
14

They w ho are no longer there.
I see the leaves groaning like rigging.
Sails on the algae o f the sea.
Inside is N olde. In an image
som ething always returns: all th at I was
comes forth.
I am those signs b u t n o t their images.
I am in their images, b u t w ithin them there is no I.
Branches are m em ory darkening in leaves.
At their borders, the sun’s phosphorus
resonates: it erases the waters
and, in their interior, their echoes dive.
The leaves d rin k the darkness o f the sun.
Together, they build the night
the cleargreen, the aquam arine, the w heregreen
still n o t passed together in the also.
I think, or I listen to, th at w hich I cannot hear:
I listen to the branches. Air w ith o u t breathing.
A light’s rustle grows from its depth:
its eyes project. Its breathing
arrives. Inside I listen to it.
Inside where I hear
its breathing.

15

V
Like the m om ents’ inexpressible light
w hen tim e is m ere future,
n o t an instant passed nor passing
b u t a glass in flames th at preludes—
not the sweet systems o f the flesh—
b u t the eyes’ apocalypse,
the gas o f an expression
and desolation’s ruin.
The night then
breaks for us the blue body in two halves
o f w hich one is hell and the other, paradise,
and we, the sim ultaneous negation o f both
in the precise sum o f the two.
In the glass we hear
a crackle o f images and shadows
from the w hite fragrance o f gardenias
form ing the benzene ring o f G od
— its tide, its salt, and its waves—
until the color in flight retreats.
All is there w ithin the p o int
before the tim e o f the voice.
All is passed except this p o in t in tim e.

Translatedfrom the Spanish by Miles Waggener
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K aty Lederer

The Heaven-Sent Leaf

The speculation o f contem porary life.
The teeming green o f utterance.
To feel this clean,
This dream-eclat.
There is, in the heart, the hard-rendering profit.
As if we were plucking the leaves from the trees.
Let us think o f the soft verdure o f the spirit o f this age as now inside o f us
and swollen by spring rain.
To imagine oneself as a river.
To imagine oneself as a stretch o f cool water,
Pouring into a basin or brain.
And if one knows one is not free?
O ne crawls from the back o f the head to the river
And places one’s pinky oh so cautiously in.

17

In the Flower Store Next D oor
The object in the poem you must focus on is me.
Here in the poem I am, and in the flower store next door
Are wilting daisies, cups o f breakfast blend,
And dark, expensive chocolates you may purchase if you please.
We are watching in the flower store our weight, and so we do not eat,
But wrap the wilting daisies up in happy flowering trees.
In the branches o f these trees, the self will grow and grow till plucked.
Once plucked, the happy self will run, the parts will move in unison, at once!
Ta-wee, ta-wee, the happy self!
And if one knows one is not free?
I love you, reader, may I say?
I’ve brought you all these presents, which I’ve placed beneath
this flowering tree:
Bright red box, bright blue box, and a small vial o f botox.

18

Financial Release
To avoid the whole mendacious thing.
To sign yet another financial release.
Your arms collapse against my back.
My back feels like geese, their white wings now aflutter,
Their eyes like small, derogatory suns.
We are standing here dually.
N ot w anting to do.
N ot wanting to draw our tired bodies up stairs,
To the freshly cleaned desk and the long, covered window,
Its curtains so perfectly evenly drawn.
To look out at the sky: an insurrection of good worker’s eyes.
To place one’s eyes upon the clouds...
Enthroned upon ephemera!
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Jill M agi

from Shades of Death Road

field-yelling crows

a mockingbird

around new marble

another dead

Stuyevesent
rusting

flung open estate gates
burned, the missing mansion

a search for foundations
at the slave quarters

ends here

dead woodpecker at my feet
Quaker cemetery

fenced

grave rubbings
a sooty history if the paper is large enough
historical marker
in metal relief
sighs

contains

permanence

the cold

of history atop loaming
, or
were abolitionists
throughout
(while we learned to spell

you don’t tary

at the cemetery)

20

lost, we

“write it down

right off

Heller Road in case

around blind
turns,
mirrors

21

chip and tar vectors toward
a house

used to be our walls shifted up, down

modern

swath o f earth now cut

m ounted by a new colonial

ground thaw

still won’t absorb flood waters
a valley lined by old

disfigured rock walls
its pasture pre-dated our

(idea o f

)

cow corn or people corn

nestledness

22

I sat on that rock at the base o f the hill
in the crook o f the turn

declaring that I would become a naturalist
as cars slowed down to

see if I was alright
writing

Dear Miss New Jersey,

come on out!
watch the pigs at Ervey farm & count

chipmunks, walk in rows o f corn, grab at clusters of
queen anne’s lace, do the buttercup test

those croaking frogs equal bad weather approaching
so come

look at my quilting

23

Phan N hien H ao

Excavations

Wearing a civilizing hat and modern water-proof shoes
I step ashore from a fat ship,
a river-plying ship that does not reach the sea
I am an artist with feathers stuck under the armpits
who flaps his wings walking in the night
beneath the stars to reach a garden
where he digs all night
At sunrise, I have gathered:
The breakages of a child growing up during war, a contem pt o f ostentatious
games, the enduring loneliness of a wandering exile, a half W estern-half
Vietnamese knowledge mixed with cooking oil and sprinkled with black
peppers, the am bition o f one who stands in the wing watching the clowns
dance amid foolish applause,
and my own skull,
smeared with dirt and sand.

24

To X. and I

If I am an immoral sadness
then you are the old direction
protecting the night flights
I walk on bridges connecting two alien shores
my hand holding on to nagging curses
then you are a small dictionary
defining secret words to me
The brief long-distant phone conversation
interrupted by a civil war and coup d ’etats
midway there’s a broken bench
where I sit clutching flowers
then you are a tourist photographing
me am ong courteous people
arriving from afar.

Translatedfrom the Vietnamese by Linh Dinh
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Virgil

from The Georgies

1.1-42: Invocation and the first labors o f spring
W h at cheers the grain, beneath w hat star to turn
the soil, M aecenas, w hen to wed vines
to the elms, w hat care the cows, w hat care
the flocks require, w hat skill the thrifty bees,
o f these I raise m y song. You, o brightest fires
o f heaven, th at guide the gliding year across the sky,
you, o Liber and generous Ceres, if by your influence earth
changed C haonian nuts for sum ptuous corn
and steeped new grapes in drafts o f Achelous;
and you, the bum pkin’s practical gods, you Fauns
(lift steps together, Fauns and wood-m aids!)
your bounties I sing. O N eptune, you— for w hom the ground
ham m ered by your m ighty trident first cast forth
the cham ping horse; and the genius o f the groves,
whose three h undred snowy bullocks browse
the lush thickets o f Cea; and you yourself, Tegean Pan,
careful shepherd, forsaking your native glades
and woods o f Lycaeus and your loved M aenalus—
kindly come. C om e M inerva, w ho contrived the olive,
come swain w ho swung the curving plow,
Silvanus w ith your uprooted cypress sapling, all gods
and goddesses w ho keep w atch over fields—
you w ho coax young fruits unsow n, w ho pour
from heaven lavish rain. A nd chiefly you,
o Caesar, w hom unknow n assemblies o f gods m ay claim
in tim e, w hether you choose to inspect cities
and succor lands while all the w orld declares you
au th o r o f increase and m aster o f skies, and wreathes
your brows w ith your bright m o th er’s myrtles,
or w hether you appear a god o f the unfathom able sea
as sailors reverence your glory alone and farthest Thule
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serves you, and Tethys with all her waves
bids for your seed, or w hether you bestow yourself
a new star to the languid m onths
where between the Virgin and the claws that chase her
a space is opening (already the ardent Scorpion
contracts his arms to yield you greater share o f heaven)...
whatever you will be (but Tartarus hopes not for you
as its king— and never may such cruel lust for dom inion
come upon you, though Greece reveres Elysian fields
and Persephone reclaimed complains to surface with her mother),
make smooth my course, approve my bold endeavor,
and, pitying w ith me peasants unknow ing o f the way,
step up and learn even now to honor prayers.
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1.287-310: N ight work
Many tasks lend themselves better to cool night,
or when at dawn the m orning star dews the earth.
At night fine stubble, at night dry meadows are best mown,
at night the retting damp is never lacking.
O ne man before the late flame o f a winter lamp
lingers wakeful, and with his axe’s edge tapers torchpoles
while, consoling her long toil with song,
his wife with shrill shuttle zips across the warp
or at the hearth reduces the grape’s sweet juices,
skimming off the pot’s rolling current with a frond.
But auburn grain is reaped in heat of noon,
in heat of noon the threshing floor flails the husks:
strip to plow, strip to sow. W inter is the farmer’s breather.
In cold snaps farmers revel in their yield
and treat themselves to mutual banqueting with pleasure.
W inter’s gaity stirs them, melts their cares,
as when at last the laden keels make port
and giddy sailors drape the decks in garlands.
Still, now’s time to pluck acorns and bayberries,
olives and the fruit of the blood-red myrtle,
time to lay snares for cranes and nets for deer,
to track the long-eared hare, time to knock down the doe,
to whirl the hempen thongs of your Balearic sling,
when snow lies deep, when rivers shove through ice.
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290

300

310

2.458-474
O blessed farmers! doubly blessed if they should recognize
their blessings! For whom far from clashing arms
the just earth pours from her soil easy provision.
W hat if no mansion, lofty with lordly doors, disgorge
each dawn from all quarters a grand tide o f callers?
W hat if they never gawk at doorposts freaked with tortoiseshell
resplendent, or raim ent tricked with gold, or C orinthian bronzes?
W hat if their white wools never stained with Assyrian potions,
their pure oil not defiled with cinnamon?
Still there’s a carefree peace, and life unversed in guile,
a wealth o f varied plenty, still the leisure o f broad estates—
caves and natural lakes and Tempes cool,
lowing cows and soft sleep beneath the trees
are never wanting. There pastured glens and game-runs,
there is youth accustomed to industry and seasoned by dearth,
there devotion to gods and filial piety: am ong these
departing Justice left her last footprints upon the earth.

460

470

Translatedfrom the Latin by Kimberly Johnson
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G ina Myers

Rilke

the death and the life

o f it

the person o f a boy o f it

this speaks the death and the life

in the m outh

a death and a life in the m outh

read face o f a boy
o f it

the face o f a boy

the person o f the boy

this comes from a distance

this comes by far
in the m outh

indescribably arrives som ething
the person o f the boy o f the test

o f the boy o f the test o f it

indescribably arrives

a little bit slowly to a m outh
the death and the life

the person

the death speaks it
this speaks the death

and the life in the m outh
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Aimee N ezhukum atathil

from The Jellyfish Diaries

7. cabbagehead jelly

You are a doll I used to carry,
now neatly placed on this pillow
o f sand. M ilky-white and legless,
you scare all the kids w ith your
stumpy bell. Some used to predict
marriage with your soupy face.
All I can see is a future o f nets—
but full o f sweet fish.
So try not to get tangled up
in my doings. There are exactly
three trees in the Gobi desert
and I have time to water only
one. How would you choose?
Leave the rest o f my garden—
the tom ato, the squash, the wax beans—
for now, you can stay over here,
in this neat patch o f soil.
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23. egg yolk jelly

At breakfast I divide you—
a skillet oiled
and rubbed
with toasty crumbs
of bacon.
In this tunnel
of mirrors, float
one arm towards
what we think of as sky—
your stomachs will repeat
themselves over and over
as if a single beam
could ever really break
a pillowy water’s core.
You swim to the edge
of the pan, quivering
at the heat under
your bell-belly.

25. m oon jelly

Four-eyes, you can’t even race
to one end o f this earth w ithout
your glasses slipping down.
I see shrimp tiptoeing
the lining o f your stomachs
like they are trying
not to wake you
from your gorgeous sleep.
Still, with no arms
you are a limp soccer ball.
Even the bitter blood stars
washed ashore try to press
their arms one last time
into the sand. W hen you
are too full, even the business
o f flies knocking at my globe light
cannot capture your wild hum.
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Bob H icok

An Abridged H istory Book

W ho was happier, the first person to braid hair or the first person to unbraid
hair? H appiness is a recent concern, a porch light flicked on late in our exis
tence. Since I am w riting the history o f this m om ent, I am w riting the his
tory o f all m om ents, all robin and nightingale song, all to rture song. I know
(not suspect) it was the unbraider, the m an (not w om an) w ho touched the
the long curves
long curls o f hair, Totems
in hair, the long
o f a m ountain
in hair. H e was
waves o f a sea I hang from the maple the saw which removed
m an w ho wove
happier than the m any o f its limbs.
braid,
into
a
the hair into a
w om an’s
back,
stick dow n the This is m y dad’s saw and orange tree in fall,
know ing
had
happier than any my dad’s wooden surgery.
know ing o f facts
m ade
him — I should like to wear around m y neck all the things
field o f w heat),
(the w eight o f a which have attacked me, the dogs and m idnights.
know ing o f questions (if tim e is
a circle, w hy is W hen I walk to the garage,
the tongue no t
round?). It was they’d th u n k and tink together, a m usic o f clashes
the same m an,
braiding and u n  keeping ghosts more away than they are.
braiding, and the
w om an was leaving and com ing
H e wants me to have w hat I w ant to have o f his,
back, the day was so I follow him w ith rice paper,
beginning
and
ending: these are so I trace his face
the pairs w hich
m ate like chro- as he sleeps on the chair that opens into a bed.
m osom es,
this
is how we see
things,
given
two eyes. Be- This is the expression o f two o’clock,
tween braiding
the hair and let- this the m outh m oonlight fills.
ting it loose, the
m an w ent away,
into
another
O ne day, I’ll wear his face and set the trees free.
country, another
war, into the
chests o f other And touch where the chord o f m y m other
m en, pulling out
their
thoughts, spoke into me, the ear she burned into my stomach
Between chaining the hair and so I would not stop listening.
placing
each
strand gently on
the breath o f the
evening, the m an ate an apple, the m an touched himself, the m an rubbed his
closed eyes, inventing stars. The w om an said to other w om en in the field, he
has freed m y neck, to other w om en o f the senate, see how focused m y beauty
has become. A nd w hat o f this: the stopped clock w hen the hair-tie was re
moved? A nd this: the sorrow o f our unwoven days? W henever I ask a question
o f these two, o f the braid, I see them on the bed, night has exactly fallen, their
shadows have slipped back into their bodies, and I am happy to feel this is the
com plete shape o f the w orld, an inventory, a map.
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An Interview w ith D.A. Powell
This interview to o k place via em ail d u rin g fall 2005

Devon Wootten: In Cocktails, and I ’m thinking specifically o f the second and
third sections, the poems begin with a reference to something outside the poetic
utterance; either a film (in section two) or a biblical narrative (in section three),
and it seems, though this may be my own misreading, that these references create
a space in which the poem can exist. A t the same time, these references seem also
to ‘limit, ’ to delineate what is possible fo r the poem. I ’m curious i f you feel this
to be the case, and i f so, how do you see this tension working in your poems?
D.A. Powell: I think o f these poems as extremely traditional, in that they
are springing forth from pre-existing sources. I think o f M ilton, H .D ., Yeats,
and Sterling Brown as models. The folktale, the myth, the H om eric hym n all
create a space in which the imagination m ight linger, choosing new textural
fabrics, new sensory perceptions and new images to elongate and reanimate
these familiar structures. Films are perhaps much newer sources, but we live
in a world where their storylines and visual com ponents are as familiar to us as
the paintings o f G iotto or the Eclogues o f Virgil m ight have been to a literate
audience in some other time. The structure o f narrative (or “sub-narrative,”
since these aren’t really poems that tell stories qua stories) is a trellis for me.
Yes, it has its finite field. But I believe, as D uncan believed, that the open field
of poetry includes all o f the finite fields as subsets. Just as much discovery can
occur through lim itation as can occur through boundlessness: one m ust be
able to solve the problem o f finite mathematics in the same way that one must
be able to solve the problem o f infinity. In fact, very often, the problem o f the
closed field presents an extraordinary opportunity: the narrative underneath
the text acts as a pressure upon the language as well as upon the imagination.
M arianne M oore quotes Heraclitus thusly: “compression is the first grace of
style.” I feel that the ache o f art is its ability to transcend such external forces
or to use them as values in a series o f set problems. It’s why we’re moved by
Klee’s canvases or by Eisenstein’s films or by Calder’s sculptures— because a
formal balance is created through careful arrangem ent o f color, shape, images
that often seem so very different from one another, the effect o f which is to
surprise us with this new entity, the finished work.
DW: The idea ofa ‘trellis isfascinating to me, though I cant say that I understand
it completely. I ’m attracted to the idea that the poem ‘adapts itself to the form o f
the trellis. M y question then becomes i f the pre-existing form allows the poem
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to approach the \difficult’ themes which your poems often take as their subjects.
Certainly the end result is a measure o f transcendence, and this suggest to me a
moving through (or toward) something, via this medium; but this movement
also seems to gesture at its origin— a certain fallen state’f o m which poems, in
general, seem to speak— perhaps this has to do with this “ache o f art”you mention.
That doesn’t seem very much like a question, so feel free to respond in kind.
DP: Well, I suppose ‘difficulty’ is part and parcel o f the particular structures
that interest me— trying to push against a largely heterosexualized world,
including the existing traditional narratives, to make a space for this other
way of being in the world— queer— that is as viable as any germ planted by
hum ankind, and as common. But 1 don’t even like to limit the work to this
polarized, flat surface. After all, a poem is not an argument. As Emerson
said, arguments convince nobody: we look at them, we weigh them, we
turn them over, and we decide against them. So I’m not merely trying to do
that thing queer poets try to do, that “hey, look over here; I’m loud and I’m
queer” kind of gesturing. Rather, I choose images, textures, language that
pleases me. And the com bination of artifacts that I assemble just happens to
be suggestive of my queer life. I think of H art Crane and M arianne Moore
as two poets whose lapidary diction and acute visuals create a world quite
suited to their tastes for the carnal, on the one hand, or the rarefied on the
other. I happen to be as comfortable in back alleys as I am in museums,
so I choose language that registers in both places, and I don’t m ind the
shifts from sublime to duende, from Roman Catholic to Roman orgy.
Maybe the best way to think about this idea o f an ‘adapting’ organism
within the poem is to think about Stevens’s “Anecdote of the Jar.” The
speaker in that poem notes that once the foreign object, the jar, has been
inserted into the landscape, the wilderness rises up to it and “sprawls”
around, “no longer wild.” For me, these movies, these saints, these bits of
narrative are like that jar: I put them into worlds and see what happens.
(God, I hope that doesn’t sound too much like what one does with a dildo).
A good case in point would be the poem in Cocktails entitled “[he tastes
the air with his tongue, his eyes a gory kitling].” Here, I’ve taken the bit
of the Gospel of St. M atthew where John the Baptist is washing people
with water unto repentance, in the river Jordan. John sees that many of
the folk showing up are Pharisees and Sadducees and he calls them “a nest
of vipers, saying “who has warned you to flee from the wrath to come?”
W hat struck me immediately about that passage was the way in which
snakes are vilified. I began to think about the way in which this prevalent
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orphidiophobia, which one finds throughout the Bible, m ust have occurred.
After all, snakes are worshipped in so many early religions; they’re held as
gods o f the underworld, gods o f fertility, sources (strangely, I suppose) of
healing. And I figured that (mind you, this is my own theory and I don’t know
that it’s provable) the anti-snake sentim ent o f the Bible had its beginnings
during the enslavement under Pharoah. After all, for the Egyptians, the
snake was a god. So it seems perfectly plausible that the early authors of
Genesis made a conscious decision to portray Satan as a serpent. A nd from
thence forward, snakes became associated with evil, corruption, danger, etc.
So, while my m ind was trying to wrap around the “evil snake” imagery o f the
Bible on the one hand, I began to research snake-handling sects o f Protestants
in the Deep South. And I found it curious that their interpretation of M ark
16:18 led them to this older, pre-Judeo-Christian view o f the snake as a
source o f healing: if one had sufficient faith to take up the deadly snake, one
would overcome the snake’s toxicity; and, once this occurred, one could lay
hands on the sick and heal them, one could become im m une to poisons, etc.
You can see what an intriguing (if somewhat dangerous) act o f faith this is.
So, I wanted to put John’s healings o f the soul, through baptism, into the
context o f these healings of the body, through snake handling. As I worked, I
envisioned the kind o f riverbanks with which I was most familiar, in Georgia
and Tennessee and in California’s Central Valley. But the weird thing about
most o f those riverbanks that I had known was that they were cruising areas,
where men would go to have sex with other men. Well! It wasn’t so very
far a step, once I’d gone down those particular levees o f the imagination,
to then overlay the idea o f the potentially poisonous snake with the idea of
the potentially dangerous penis, especially in light o f the aids pandemic. So,
the poem weaves together the language of infection and anonym ous sex and
faith healing and snake handling, all while threading through the lattice of
John the Baptist’s trellis. It seems a great leap in some respects, though it’s
only two verses prior to M ark 16:18 that we’re told “he that believeth and be
baptized shall be saved.” The question for me, since John talks about baptism
both by water and by “the holy spirit” and “fire” was “what other substances
are suitable for baptizing?” W ould snake venom work? W ould semen? Isn’t
the substance merely symbolic, while the true deciding factor is faith?
So, that’s what kind o f thinking went into the writing of the poem. But the
poem isn’t really “about” any o f it. If I were interested in “aboutness,” I’d put
it all into an essay. Rather, for me, the wonder o f writing is that alchemical
magic that happens when language begins to act upon language. It certainly
gestures to all o f this sub-structure, but it doesn’t rely upon “telling” as a
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method. Did this even come close to not answering the question you didn’t
ask?
DW: Absolutely. I ’m particularly interested in two examples you gave; first, the
“lapidary diction and images”that you reference in Crane and Moore— a lapidary
tradition which I would say your poetry participates in; and secondly, the idea o f
the “alchemical magic that happens when language begins to act upon language. ”
The first image seems to speak back to the idea o f “carving space for another way
o f being in the world, ’’and i f we extend the lapidary metaphor, the hetero-normal
world acquires a gem-like resistance to queer discourse. But the second idea, a
belief in the “magic” o f language, implies to me a certain humility— a certain
faith in language, a humbling o f oneselfto forces beyond our own comprehension.
While these two impulses do not seem entirely contradictory, it suggests a tension
in the act o f creation that fascinates me. Is this accurateI

DP: Hum ility or faith is one way of thinking about the magical tradition. I
like what Spicer says, the poet’s job is to get out of the way o f the poem.
As for “carving space” through lapidary diction, I think that’s a fine idea. But
I don’t know that I’m chipping away at other people’s gems so much as I’m
attending to my own surfaces and allowing them to be made visible.
These two impulses are indeed at odds with one another, and the shuttling
between them might at first seem peculiar. But I think that very different
ways of making can coexist. To think about gemology, we have rocks that are
formed through heat and rocks that are formed through pressure (the igneous
on the one hand, the sedimentary on the other). But there’s a third group, the
metamorphic, formed through both heat and pressure.
The “poem as made object” thinking is not completely separate from the
magical. Robert D uncan is a poet who feels heavily indebted to the
spiritus mundi, and who trusts in the organic underlying structure— held,
in part, within the poet at a cellular level and acted upon through chance
occurrences— to create what he terms “significant form.” His science harkens
back to an alchemical tradition but opens up to include 20th century theories.
And, though he participates in the vatic utterance as a kind o f sybil, he
also manipulates the text as a jeweler manipulates stones. His words are
sharply faceted at times, returned to their older spellings or staged as voice:
“damerging a nuv” he writes in “A Poem Beginning with a Line from Pindar.”
And he often arrives at a rarefied diction— though not nearly as florid as
Crane— through his painterly impasto.
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Duncan is but one example o f a poet whose work melds the “arranged”
with the “magic.” Andrew Marvell, Richard Crashaw, Edward Taylor,
Christopher Smart, John Keats, Gerard M anley Hopkins, Walt W hitm an,
Emily Dickinson, W. B. Yeats, Elsa Barker, Theodore Roethke, Cesar Vallejo,
Federico Garcia Lorca. But the admixture o f golden echo and leaden echo is
unique in each, a kind o f poetic signature. O ne could not in any way mistake
the poem of one of the aforem entioned poets as being the work o f one o f the
others. And I don’t know that that has as m uch to do with “voice” as it does
with the peculiarity o f concerns that weigh upon each poet, coupled w ith the
mechanism o f choosing that each employs. M ind you, I don’t m ention these
poets to draw comparison to my own work; they are masters and Em still very
much a novice in the world. But I m ention them by way of establishing a
tradition that allows for my own practice as a writer.
O h, I hate talking theoretically about poems as if they’re in any way governed
by theories— theories don’t write poems; they very often don’t even help to
explain poems. I suppose we have to say something more about a poem than
“I like the image of the cow” or “you sure know a lot o f dirty words.” But
at the same time, I keep hearing O ’Hara’s marvelous aside each time I say
something remotely lofty: “but I hate all that crap.” The balloon o f speech
should never be more than twice the size o f the character’s head; I think that’s
the rule for cartoonists. W hen I feel the balloon swelling, I w ant to go back
and let out some o f the hot air.
DW: You re right. It seems often that there is a tendency in 'Poetry’ to turn to
theory as way o f explaining the importance o f our poems; as i f they risk being
dismissed entirely i f we cant explain what they re doing. Ids true that when Im
enjoying a poem, theory fades into the background. Ids only in retrospect that
I can think about what the poem was doing or how it was working. I wanted
to ask you about a poem which I very much enjoyed, [college roommate: his
hamper full. I ’l l do us both a favorj. While there are certainly moments o f humor,
I come away from this poem with a feeling o f tenderness that is refreshing. It
seems too ofien, especially in the current political climate, that poems are forced
into irony and cleverness. Do you feel pressured to write messaged poetryI
D P: No, I don’t feel any pressure to write “messaged” poetry. W here would
such pressure come from? Maybe if someone were paying me to be a poet,
they could exert some pressure. But it’s hard to control someone if you have
no leverage.
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I suppose there is a certain am ount o f “peer pressure” am ong poets. Folks love
to coalesce into schools and then accuse other people o f conspiring. Graduates
of the Buffalo Poetics Program, for example, like to say that graduates of Iowa
are trying to control the aesthetics of American poetry— as if the Buffaloners
are not, by putting forth such an argument, essentially doing the same thing.
But I hesitate even to talk in such generalities, as it’s almost always the least
interesting writers who worry over athe pie” and who’s getting what slice.
I think it’s mildly entertaining, like watching pro-life demonstrators try to
disseminate their message: you want to just walk up to them and say, “look,
if this matters so much to you, go adopt all the retarded kids at your local
orphanage.”
Irony and cleverness are the tropes du jour, just as the “overly sincere”
dominated in the early 1980s. And, as Pound says, “what the expert is tired
of today, the public will be tired of tomorrow.” Irony and cleverness must
run their course, like a tropical disease for which there is no cure except time,
sleep, and a good crap.
The real question is always, “what poems are going to stand the test o f time?”
And I don’t know that anyone can really answer that. Each o f us probably
has the list of poems that we go back to, the ones that deepen upon each
successive reading. And it’ll be these lists o f poems that eventually transform
the landscape, the way that Stevens’ jar transformed the landscape that we
inhabit now.

DW: I read an essay a couple o f weeks ago that referred to Cocktails as cynical.
Though I cant recall exactly how this author form ed this opinion, his review stuck
with me because the characterization o f Cocktails as 'cynical’ was antithetical to
the impression I came away with. I left Cocktails with a feeling o f hope, as i f I
had been part ofa celebration o f continued existence. Poetry has always seemed to
me an inherently joyous process— even when it takes difficult issues as its subject
matter. Is this the casefo r you? Do you fin d a measure o f hope in words?

DP: I suppose Cocktails could be read as cynical. Bob Hass says that a good
poem contains its opposite. So I suppose there is a current o f cynicism in the
book. But, I hope that’s not what the reader ultimately comes away with.
We live in a time when most people have lost their faith in words. I think
the loss of faith goes back to W W I, when euphemistic speech was used as a
way of cleaning up the horror o f warfare. Pound, in Canto LXXVIII writes
theatre of war and then, underneath, theatre’ is good. There are those who
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did not w ant it to come to an end.” Post-Watergate, post-Vietnam, poets saw
how language was being used to lie to and to manipulate people, and there
were some who felt that, if language were being used to such ends, they’d have
no part in it. Now, we have so m uch poetry that calls language into question;
that posits absolutely everything as ironic. And what have we gained? We still
have “theatre o f war.” And “non-enem y com batants,” “war against terror,”
“collateral damage,” “friendly fire,” “the Patriot Act,” “No Child Left Behind,”
“Clear Skies Initiative,” “O peration Iraqi Freedom,” etc, etc. By retreating
from the war o f words, we haven’t gained a fucking thing.
I think it’s time for the pendulum to swing back. I think it’s time for poets to
reclaim the power o f words and to use language in a m anner that is precise.
It doesn’t mean we can’t still com m ent on our distrust o f authority; it doesn’t
mean we can’t still call into question the cognitive domain o f language. But
at some point we also have to understand that words do mean. If I say “the
US has been hijacked by corporate monkeys” it’s not the same as saying “the
language is a trope.” (Thanks, Barrett W atten, for pointing out the most
obvious thing and pretending you’ve given us insight).
Borges and D uncan are two poets who believe in the magical power o f words.
And Borges gives us a wonderful third example in his Idarvard lectures. He
recounts how someone once asked George Bernard Shaw if he really believed
that the Holy G host wrote the Bible. Shaw responded that he not only
believed that to be true, but that he also believed the Holy G host was the
author o f all books.
In this age, when we’re used to thinking o f the poem as a made object, or, as
Williams put it, “a machine made o f words,” it’s probably heresy to talk about
inspiration, hope, magic, and the Holy Ghost. But I do think that a word
has an interior life, a light that radiates forth. W hen we handle language as
makers, we’re not— for the most part (Vallejo is an exception, and I suppose
there are others)— inventing language from scratch. We’re working with these
things that already have a life, a history. O u r job is to use them in such a way
as to extend their life, not to destroy it.
Jack Spicer knew the intim ate connection, through language, to the source of
creation. He wrote “M ost things happen in twilight when neither eye is open
and the earth dances... unbind the dreamers. Poet, be like G od.”
Alone at night, scribbling out notes that may or may not become parts of
poems, I find great solace, the way a m onk in another century found solace
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illum inating a m anuscript o f sacred text. Som etim es, in poring over the words
I have at m y disposal, 1 find a new way o f p u ttin g them together that isn’t
merely pleasant b u t w hich actually reveals to me som ething new about the
world. For a m om ent, I’m receiving w isdom from someplace else. M aybe it’s
just a trick o f the m ind. But for me, it’s magic. Yes, it’s an infinite m easure o f
hope.
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Amy King

Cruel and Gende Things

W h en asking to know,
you seek yourself
against yourself
a reptilian grace, a sunshine
spectre o f Siamese
pro p o rtio n prophesizing
tw in or m ore tim es per day
Carefully, I stand outside
my quiver box; I stall
w ithin m y security box:
All w ork, all bend
for fodder our backs
ticking at the self
in predestined states
o f seizure the syllable
on seizure’s tim e-w ound
upkicking an uneven head—
E arthen envelopes
o f people fall like lim bs
asleep lightly crinkling
a skin th at settles
hotly around our feet,
those unholy linking hands
H olding, we bet the m olten
blue-eyed spastic rock
relied upon, we stand eachto-each in iridescent flux,
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tugging fitful stitches,
cursing hard worship,
forever glad to cut
the faithful breeze
beneath ourselves open

O Good Samaritan

This is a badass bar you can bring
your children to. This is a lamppost you can
Stand below. This is a country you can
wash your hands apart in. Listen to Lincoln’s
Copper-faced breeze— bang bang! My lies
are on lease, and their weather contains oceans.
Each arm invests a wave or a smoke, not an isolated
hand upon your face. It raises ten seconds
Too late from the grate you came to believe in.
One day a backfire startled your sight,
Sending you feet-first down the street like stones
that outweigh a m ountain o f buildings. The future
Never comes no m atter how m uch crystal
ball gelatin or karmic butter gets expended.
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Peter R ichards

from Helsinki

In tim e I came to see death was the hay
binding one soldier to another and m y own
death w ould appear partially lit as during
a nighttim e operation the m oon barely attends
whereas I w ith new density carry on as before
again I go razing A tnana so plainly fam iliar
to me that it does sit upon m y ow n reflection
and about m e on deck where m y double does
well so the spoils and I can finally m ake it
just this or th at way for a while never m ind
the snipers and charges and this lose cloud
o f anim al gadgetry eating air and chrom e alike
until absent any ship garrison or wish to rem ain
we set out w ith our lancets on idle com m and
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I do rem em ber as a small boy being brushed
by a black m an in the courtyard feeling the small
o f my back lightly brushed so that it sank deep
into my im agination and partly the initial deathblow
Helsinki prepared for my boyhood drawing an invisible
orange line at the base o f my skull leading to this villa
my parents shared between them each room holding
a portrait o f one o f my parts and one room wrongly
represents the cyst in my knee another captures my chin
before it was m ended a third stretches to the evil side
o f the room where this tear sits hard and white and so
I think it m ust be cold so cold the cold outnum bers ice
from when the ice was young no tear has taken its place
so it m ust live beyond the great doors o f w inter and sing
as m any flesh and blood songs as a frozen tear can sing
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For gulls sitting a score at a tim e
m y m o u th carried a broad arcade
and so rich was the slaughter
afterwards n othing could im agine
m y body a late plentiful num ber
saying w ould that I was your true
cause to love your rose so deep
was the torchlight in consultation
w ith itself th at dawn was that
twice tied odious tru m p et
m y tent did fetch itself a city
and to his m ood I let o u t the gulls
thinking it unnatural as his m outh
sought o u t m y fingers in the metals
ribbons and bright hooks I undid
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She came previous to herself and knocks
those things in ignorance I spoke about
questioning if she were the ghost at play
in my dream and pressing leaves in a book
so that I could observe them not shattering
aging beautifully knowing they were oak
leaves touching on violet but also tinges
of falconry brown the hood that is or glove
though by royal decree not the same leather
for the hood there is thought to be endless
with it’s own stars sanctums and fragrance
and a darkness that collects on the finger
in thick spirals o f harrowing shade
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H ow did I actually becom e one o f them
choosing polar quarters is one thing I m ean
I’m hardly m oving here unruffled by the waves
still I do feel other times m ight exist or at least
another clearing o f equal deviation the anim als
seem fam iliar contiguous and at the same tim e
m y colum n stretches over a range about nine
tim es the norm al range and released at the center
o f the clearing gradually there should be no tapping
for five days no interruptions no captures a few
wild ones finding their way back if I could just carry
one and release it to a place very faithful laid in light
grow ing older it moves about as another direction
t h e w h it e n e d sk y

yes bu t I just w ant to see one

sleeping fathom s away from where it was done
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C indy Savett

flings

your prayer flings beating blue
against the wall

em pties buckets
straps
your tongue

to w hispering forgiveness

you lay flat in the circle

the night
in your hands
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quiets

shifted

cracked messengers
m y children
are exaggerations o f the sun
stalking exiles
they sink m arkers for their unholy
traps
bodies shifted stones collapsed

their cornered flesh
and falling breath
a crooked pace

m arching

am ong the dead
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Elizabeth Robinson

from Hovenweep

ix.
Som eone sits cross-legged before three piles. Tallow, flint, and a m o u n d o f
unknow n m aterial. She twists co tto n wicks in her hands.
Elsewhere: she digs recklessly, throw ing up d irt in w hat was, archeologically,
a garden. There is a fossil h and grasping a fossil shovel. All this becomes
evident in the afterm ath o f flames and w ind. She invokes play
and the m ortar falls into heaps. The careful ruins o f fruit. The tentative
petrification o f herbs. O verripe by m illenia, the place smells o f shit.
Som eone will com e along and counter the smell w ith another finding.
Buried com m unities are n o t concerned about w eather’s vicissitudes. The
cistern dries o u t into a prim itive lantern. She digs n o t to unearth herself,
but to absorb light from the detritus. She clenches her tail w ith a set o f
facsimile teeth.
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X.

N ow where will I go, as I have com pleted the task p u t before m e and am
tem pted to sob from frustration.
It is probable
thousands o f people have p u t their feet in these same tracks, have been
swaddled w ith fat, and shuddered. W h a t appears to be an endless plain is
really rent by deep, narrow canyons
that run southw est toward

some m ore than a thousand

feet deep

Seeps,
w hat you suck from , for nourishm ent, at the trick o f the source. In just
such a way as to m ake the narrowest mesa an errand from w hich to fall.
Falling is part o f the com ic mask. The gibberish I’ve recited. Som ething
dark and blue trickled from m y m o u th while a crippled m an literally walked
on air above the lines recited. The lines:
O n e o f them is called C u tth ro a t Ruin. The other adm its n o th in g through a
fantasized gate.
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Forces o f M odification: O n Barbara G uest’s The Red Gaze
Wesleyan University Press
By A nthony Hawley

“N othing is more useless than a poem with a dull sheen that refuses to move,
is inert,” writes the poet in her essay “Poetry the True Fiction.” A survey of
her career would dem onstrate the lengths to which she has gone to ensure
against “inert[ia] ” The lengths to which she has refused to coat poems with
a calcifying finish. From the expansive lines indicative o f works such as The
Blue Stairs, Moscow Mansions, and Fair Realism to the increased deployment of
spatiality in books like Defensive Rapture, Rocks on a Platter, and most recently,
The Red Gaze, she has spent her career upholding a principle o f “plasticity”
on the page. The poems retain an enticing malleability. W hich is not to say
poems have no shape. Rather they pulsate on the page. “H ow splendid when
a poem is both prospective and introspective,” she writes elsewhere. A nd this
relationship between the “prospective” and “introspective” manifests itself
variously, lending the poems their acute dynamism.

Spatiality
“And doors open into a narrow surprise. / The jingle o f crystal follows you
everywhere, / even into the whistling corridor.” The Red Gaze perpetuates a
depth o f space. So m any zones in a single poem. As in, the “door open[ing],”
into “surprise;” the kinetic sound o f “crystal” against the reverberations in the
“corridor.” Sound magnifies space. A nd the page does as well. In The Red Gaze,
the page enters the poem, itself a zone, prom oting an additional dimension.
Movements on the page, truncated lines adrift on the page: “Shadows are
everywhere.
Oddness begins.”
Absence enlarges the scope o f poems, enforces passage. From subject to
object (but is there a difference?). A nd back again. Arguably, what the book
attends to is unperceived, overlooked space. “In the tower you flew w ithout
wings / speaking in other tongues to the imagined room .” Increased spatiality
furthers the plasticity o f the poem — both its three-dimensional quality and
the quality that allows it to retain its change in shape after experiencing spatial
manipulations. This affects the scene. And the seen.
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V isibility

I ask you to permit the image / and the alteration o f time.” The Red Gaze
begets encompassing vision. A sculptural vision. Vision adept at perceiving
and presenting the image as it experiences time. W hat it makes visible:
several present tenses. Commensurate instances. Surfaces colliding. But not
subsequently. Actually: “To invoke the unseen, to unmask it. Reality in a glass
/ of water. The mirror reveals heartstrings of reality.” This sort of stanza rejects
closure and invites distance. W ithin-poem distance.
This is the book as sight. As working eye. The book both makes visible
and is visibility. How it is visibility: “You have entered the narrow zone. /
Your portrait etched in glass.” How splendid when a book, despite (and in
spite of) aberration allows space to enter it, a greater visibility refusing to
territorialize.

Coloration

and the snow begins. Colorful complications / disturb serenity, causing our
eye / to wander over the shaking tree.” Hues co-joining. Swatches o f color
instructing readers how to perceive fractured space. In pieces, in motion.
Directive color imbues the poets work with its nomadic architecture: porous
structures secured with tints and shades, and susceptible to elemental change.
From the same poem: M orning began with a concert of white. Blue enters
later.”
While The Red Gaze takes on such lofty preoccupations as time, art, and
presence, its porous borders safeguard. Against pretension. Against the weight
of such preoccupations. This has to do with color.
W hat impresses the senses when reading: color bespeaks potential modification.
The prospect of revision. Always the poem within the realm o f possibility:
Green numbers, a patois we are learning to speak. / Butterflies in the house
you told us about.” Color adapts and is pliability. Were it not for color The Red
Gaze would not travel as it does. Were it not for “green numbers” the book
would not increase one’s awareness of the “imagined room.” This “patois”
betters both poem and reader’s chances of infiltration. O r perhaps betters
readers’ understanding of what infiltrates the poem.
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Presence
“A witness was found for the markings inscribed upside-down.” Presence
haunts The Red Gaze. A nd nurtures it. But not presence representing fixedness.
No unerring thing. In The Red Gaze, departure marks presence: “W h at we are
becomes a memory, the hand may open a secret lock.” Thus, m uch to readers’
surprise, presence stirs.
Im agination infers the “secret lock.” A nd now, the im m ediate vicinity o f
both the there and not-there. A nother presence. The page also attends to this
(as w ith spatiality). Take, for example, this one line, alone in the vast page:
“Distance lingers in her hand.” A thing to be held, to be grasped. A nd thus,
remarkably, “distance” also a presence. But only so long. Presence trembles.
N ot as the result o f external force; but rather it has work to do— “Corrective
light that carried shadow away / to another visibility.” Presence m ust move
towards something.
Becom ing
“In each genuine art w ork som ething appears that did not exist before,”
writes Theodor Adorno. H ow strange The Red Gaze ends (or rather, stops)
with this quotation. The final poem, called “Supposition,” which precedes
Adorno’s words: “You are willing / to pass through the center / com posed of
independent poetics. / To rearrange rhyme, / while you gather its energy.”
The Red Gaze does not set parameters. But draws constellations. It garners
watchfully. Poems appear to have discerned w hat little they could o f a scene,
though not insisted upon the scene; appear to have passed “through a center,”
though not fashioned a center.
The poet has perhaps built her career by “g a th e rin g ]” “energy.” Energy has
potential, suggests alteration. “Restless leaf modifies his poem .” Real energy of
things in m otion. Also energy o f unseen (or suggested) dendrites. “Corrective
light that carried shadow away / to another visibility.” A ttachm ents relay
inform ation between sites, often uninvestigated. Thus, one reads poems in
The Red Gaze not only as w hat appears to be b ut also as w hat m ight be. The
poems have potential: “The form o f the poem subsided, it enters another
poem .” Always becoming. Temporal and spatial surfaces intersect. And act
upon the poem, rendering it agile. This potential energy does not accept finish.
The “prospective” and the “likely” factor into this ever-emerging poetics. “We
are ready for a new orientation.”
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Janet Holmes

from The ms o f my kin

1861.3 (192- 199)
Transport
clad in

a trick
Does’nt —

move —

w ithout
me

G od gives us

Victory —

lips
take it —
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so economical

little m ouths

know how to starve

C onfronting
the Adam ant

M ind

near his nest

how late — how late —
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1861.4 ( 199 - 209 )
Transporting

the fire

burn

the C enturies

m en

fum bled

Till those two troubled

the D esert
W ith

a fine invention

Em ergency

m ore distinctly seen —
the surge
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reached the other side

Come slowly

Round

Least

docile

Yield

Reeling —
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renounce

the
hunt

lost

W orld —
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farther Parted, than

Twelve m onths ago —

the patientest

— how soon?

It’s
Everlasting

They have no
H ome

Coming

they’re never

Heaven

Lift
the Boy —

Homesick
Ah —

steadfast
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Escaped

1862.11 (317 - 319 )

that flight

Struck

Lives —

leaves the shreds behind—
Oh
Com e back —
You
You

H er
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So distant —
Universe,

vaster
And

Completeless

1862.12 (320 - 325 )
There’s a certain
H eft

Shadows — hold
like
D eath
quenching
the Sky

?

s

Candle

— for You

the D ark
m ight have been
the C am p
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Men
W omen

And
Passed
Into

the Desert

a Day

no Soul

Was

Permitted to
71

the Grave

Carl Phillips

D istraction

Eyes shut - but not in death, no: he’s breathing. A single
mother-of-pearl stud at his navel catches parts o f the light,
holds onto them. H e’s paler than pale. The blue veins
show like map-work, as in Here winds a river, or Here
one state becomes another so imperceptibly, we’ve drawn
a line —see? —to say so... I keep thinking about force, its
dehum anizing effect, both on its victim and on the one
who wields it. W ho did this to him? Could this be w hat
he wanted? All across his face, at the m outh especially, that
mix o f skepticism and fear reminiscent o f slaves set free
too suddenly. Too soon. W hich way’s the right way?
There’s that feeling a secret can give to the sharers o f it,
of having been stolen away from the world and given some
wildering throne from which to watch it - one hand
shielding that bit o f shelter that the brow gives the eyes
already, the other hand for - what? balance? O f course
I’m frightened. Everything I’ve wanted in this life settles
soft around me, then lifts, curtain-like, on a darkening
field. It sways like the one that divides prayer from absolute
defeat. The thinnest skein o f smoke, barely visible, rises
up from it. I walk into the field slowly. U ntil it looks like home.
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Speak Low

The w ind stirred - the w ater beneath it stirred accordingly...
The w in d ’s pattern was its own, and the w ater’s also. The
w ater in th at sense was the w in d ’s reflection. The w ind was,
to the water, w hat the w ater was to the light th at fell there,
or appeared to fall, spilling as if the light were a liquid, or as
if the light and the w ater it spilled across
were now the same.
It is true th at the light, like the water, assum ed the pattern o f
w hat acted upon it. But the w ater assum ed also the shape
o f w hat contained it, while the light did not. The light seemed
fugitive, a restiveness, the less-than-clear distance betw een
everything we know we should do, and all the rest —all
the dam age we do. Stirring, as the w ind stirred it, the w ater
was water - was a form o f clarity itself, a w indow we’ve
no sooner looked through, than we’ve abandoned it for w hat
lies past it: a view, and then w hat comes
into view, or m ight,
if we w atch patiently enough, steadily - so we believe, w ishing
for w hat, by now, even we can’t p u t a nam e to, b u t feel certain
we’ll recognize, having done so before. It looked, didn’t it,
just like harmlessness. A small w ind. Some light on water.
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This Nest, Swift Passerine: 3rd M ovem ent
Dan Beachy-Quick
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the com m and grows loud
my heart anxious with a heart
spell the incomprehensible
the grackle and nothing perched
in the pine every word
pulses w ith error but error is true
the grackle with the infant hearts
chaos in his m outh
patience akin to wonder
patience finds a way in
the heart astray in chaos and wonder

Falling into the earth but by the earth embraced
The world ensnares, even bare, even divorced
O f green, o f ivy bright, o f m idnight in the oak,
O f light beneath the wave in waves
As the lake shallows to nothing, as the lake
Shallows to a stone it swallowed, and the stone
Swallows itself in dust, and I am this dust,
And my wife is this dust, enchained to dust
We love. The earth falling at equal speed
Into the sun. The sun plunging into absence
At the galaxy’s core. The compass point
O n which the needle spins is soldered
To abyss. The jailer’s keys float beyond
Us on an orbit’s ring. N one beg mercy
But mercy abounds. Mercy bounds, binds.
This grave falling drones beneath our song.
The lock turned echoes through the prison’s hall
Forever . . . Do you hear it? That droning note
W hose sound is Nothing? Against it we speak
Such words, against nothing our melody is heard.
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Wistful and wondering, she would sit in
summer weather by the high fender in the Lodge,
looking up at the sky through the barred window,
until bars o f light would arise, when she turned
her eyes away, between her and herfriend, and she
would see him through a grating, too.
“Thinking o f the fields, ” the turnkey said
once, after watching her, “ain tyo u ? ”
“Where are they?”she enquired.
uWhy they’re— over there, my dear, said the
turnkey, with a vague flourish o f his key. fu s t
about there. ”
“Does anybody open them, and shut them?
Are they locked?”
”

these bars o f green wheat
will be golden in a m onth
the bars will brittle
our m ouths full w ith nothing
questions us the questioners
under oath the oats claim bliss
the husk abyss
to lengthen the verdict
we plead innocence
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Two prisoners whose cells adjoin
communicate with each other by
knocking on the wall. The wall is the
thing which separates them but it is
also their means o f communication.
Every separation is a link.

a key turning in the fields
turns
a key wild in the wild rose
a child
in the rose
every thought is m orning
red through the prison bars all noon
a grave gathers in the opening dew
these gallows are rose in hue
this lock
doubles a child
born in debt
in prison
as I myself was born
every Heaven is also
through the window’s bars the field
and the field-sparrow is a prison in flight
two white bars on each wing
my m ind
is a little key in a child’s hand
turning
the rose to tune the rose West
a single petal at day’s end is the whole
sky this dying
bloom the barred
clouds
bruised white
when the m oon rises
the m oon
is not light but seems made o f light
the m oon is a prison floating in the night
a key is bloody in shadow but also bright
in orbit turning pointing vaguely
on the field
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it shines

. . . also a prison;
holding hands w/
in love w/
. . . a prison

I find myself, when I leave my basement office in the
museum at which I work, wandering longer through
galleries few visit. I stare at object in glass cases—
removed from time for being touched so long by time.
Chinese Tomb-Figurines. A pair of ceramic dancing
women whose wooden hands, keeping delicate time to
the music none hear, are decayed and gone. A juggler
balances an absent globe on his nose; now he laughing
stares up into the stars, his mouth agape, and where
the globe attached by a wooden peg, a hole deep in his
forehead. His belly is filled with ash or nothing. Coil
pots I’ve held— built and fired 3000 years ago. I’ve put
my hand into the mouth and felt the coil wall smoothed
by the potter’s hand, put my fingers in the fingerprints
left by him now gone, pressing against the wall to make
it sound. Every separation is a link. The celadon vases a
small green lake in my eye; but nearing, the curves are
cracked, the glaze a broken network, as of veins, across
the surface. My eye draws lines along those lines. And
last, the pillows— each ceramic— called Bean-Shaped
Pillow, Tiger-Shaped Pillow, Cloud-Shaped Pillow . . .
I think in bed, staring up into the whole night balanced on my
head, my m outh open, my m outh agape
I’ve laid my head down
on Tiger
and I’ve laid my head
on Cloud
and both were hard as stone
and both were Tiger and Cloud
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m ortal June m inds June wild

wild June yields June m ild

m ild June prays June fevered

fevered June begs June’s trial

to hum ble m y I double my
eye note the w ater strider’s orb
this sphere sings that I m ust sing
each leg on tense w ater stands
on each leg to draw its circle just
a single stone is saintly study
circular & small
note in hand
it skips across the same river
it sinks w hen throw n
the firefly above the river at night
glows bright twice
note I see
stars on still w ater dim w hen struck
substellar light beacons as precise
in air above m irrored in w ater below
I double vision to see this w orld
but m ore seen this w orld is less know n

A stone presses downward and manifests its heaviness. But
while this heaviness exerts an opposing pressure upon us
it denies us any penetration into it. I f we attempt such a
penetration by breaking open the rock, it still does not display
in its fragments anything inward that has been opened up.
Color shines and wants only to shine.
When we analyze
it in rational terms it is gone. It shows itself only when it
remains undisclosed and unexplained.
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Resolves to write nothing
but “w hat I see”
I see noon on the blank page
noon whitens the water the water beetle
scripts in wakes
the page by its own current will erase
draw nearer to read but cannot read
the sentence sounds
like doom soft in the reeds
while the lilypad blooms
two darning needles sm ooth in blue
shadow w ith wings
each precisely aligned w ith each
this m irror hovers in the air
Resolved to write nothing
but “w hat I know ”

The reed exactly doubles hum ility
Speaking twice in water
O nce by w ind and once
By m irror adds itself to itself
To make its true length known

It required some rudeness to disturb with our boat the mirror
like surface o f the water, in which every twig and blade o f grass
was sofaithfully reflected; toofaithfully indeedfor art to imitate,
for only Nature may exaggerate herself The shallowest still water
is unfathomable. Wherever the trees and skies are reflected, there
is more than Atlantic depth, and no danger o f fancy running
aground. We noticed that it required a separate intention o f the
eye, a more free and abstracted vision, to see the
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river bottom merely; and so there are manifold visions in the
direction o f every object, and even the most opaque reflect the
heavens from their surface.

Bend down my head to look up.
Bend closed my hands to make a cup.
Bend myself to the river.
In shallows there the cranes are flying.
Those ripples are not their wings.
Those ripples are my hands put through the birds
To drink. Be quiet, be still. Those are the cranes
Flying across the sky cupped in my hands.
Those ripples are not their pulsing wings.
Those ripples blurring the birds are the bird’s
Wings in my wrist, in my breast, that river
In which the ruddy duck rests, the tanager rests,
And the house-finch’s red song
Sings from the ventricle it roosts in for nest.
There are the cranes flying in my hands
Before I drink. A nd then I drink. And then
The m ourning dove coos. And then the cranes
Solve the parch. Their throats cool
In my throat. I cannot sing their song for you.
Here it was, in my hands— these hands are yours
— Em pty as the air those wings strove through.
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resolved nothing but to
pray how not to
darken shadow w ith thought
resolved to nothing but
w hat upon us denies us
entrance pray open the
river first open the rock

N ine m onths now nesting in these pages. Blank days
m irror me. I w ent to the river to escape. I saw the darning
needles flying. They mate in the air. The male clasping the
female by her neck w ith a pincer on his tail. I heard their
wings beat against each other beating against the pine tree
to fly up over the water. They were a circle in the air. I bent
my head to the water. I could see on the surface, above the
riverweed flagging forward w ith the current, my own face
in echo. When I seek you out, where do you go? So easy to
betray w hat it is I think I see. N am e the stone and like a
white flower on the riverbank the stone will wither. N am e
the crane and the crane will sink like stone. But some
other grace bridges both worlds— I can see it w hen I look
backward at myself, bent to the river those weeks ago, even
now, w ith my pen on the page. M y head bent dow n to my
own head on the water, and in the dark space, the negative
space between my profile and my profile’s reflection, there
is the chalice if one can see it, air soldered to water, into
which the whole world pours its prayer, pours its presence,
and once full, out the m outh runneth over.
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shadow m o tio n all

the unbribable charity
w ho puts his w rist in w ater
begs w ater take his pulse
the d arning needles fly
in perfect a tte n tio n to
the o th er’s wings I’ll illustrate
all old wives tell this tale
the d arning needles sew up the ears
o f tru a n t schoolboys
so they could n o t hear the Bells
can you hear the Bells
ringing behind a door
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#9

sparrow
sparrow

rose
rose

ireen
treen

yss
yss

thrush
thrush

wake
wake

me
me
IVY

ivy

spi er
spider

was
was
star
star

& then
sparrow

rose

pine

ash

green

abyss

ivy

wasp

thrush

wake

spider

star

Imagine thus the pond: a bell
filled w ith water. Heaven first
walked upon by water-striders.
W here their legs touch the water
a cloud is dim pled. Paperwhites
lean into vision. Echo is a figure
round; her wilderness is a greenwood.
Echo enlarged is ecstasy The music
in the leaves is first found below the
m irror on the pond. A leaf is slow
in the air as it falls. Then heaven
trembles. This is n o t terror— words.
Then the paperwhites cannot see. To
dip a pen in cloud undoes the
cloud. Strike the bell w ith and heaven
flees. O r love-cracked, bending
over the still water, peering through
m y own gaze peering back at me,
I see. To sing undoes the balance by
which the world was seen. Erasure
ecstatic. Bells in circles ring and so
their sound. Imagine thus the pond:
There is a tongue under the water.

my facts shall be falsehoods
my sparrows shall brood
in rose my pine shall be
a stem (as hers) a thorn shall hold
in thrall the sky my ivy twined
around my wrists my pulse
an arbor over me m y spider
shall walk upon the echo caught
a bell-tone blown vibrant on breeze
my wasp shall be honey’s viceroy
in me her wildness shall deny
as greenwood does flame
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my star shall be bright to shatter
my song in tendrils grows
woods deep in the dictionary where the aster
springs rootless upward into bliss
my music shall bewilder my own
heart shall be falsehood
to common sense
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I saw a snake by the roadside and touched him with my foot
to see i f he were alive. He had a toad in his jaws, which he
was preparing to swallow with his jaws distended to three times
his width, but he relinquished his prey in haste and fled; and I
thought, as the toadjumped leisurely away with his slime-covered
hind-quarters glistening in the sun, as i f I, his deliverer, wished
to interrupt his meditations— without a shriek or fainting— I
thought what a healthy indifference he manifested. Is not the
broad earth still? he said.

w hat I have been doing is trying to listen
by opening my m outh
*

this year in these pages
*

found the slough o f the snake on the road-side
and only then the snake
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97
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Echo, I pine.

*

o

Looking up. Over the water. My voice
has no edge. I am the edge. I pin
My voice to a leaf. The water is
not thin. Light betrays the surface.
Will you be seen? Over the water.
A wave is thin. The shore is no sound.
Pine bough the em pty sleeve. I am
Looking up. My voice. If I am alone.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

watermyvoice
I am
edging
leafthaw eros
inlight yourface
bein
water
away is now
em pty
eve
voice my own

I pine, Return.

*

in Return

pine

The night star-filled; the day filled with a star. Deeper in the
page the word multiplies. Star: to crack, to break. The day
filled with a fracture; the night . . . The night, when most I
mean to lift my words back into the ecstatic thought they fell
from, is dark ink dried in a glass bowl. Constellations grace
us an awful clue. N ight’s is but an ink-pot bouyed in a greater
blank— some A uthor writes nothing deeper on nothing, at
the nib’s tip, some Light breaks through.
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The eye is the first circle; the horizon which
it forms is the second
Our life is an
apprenticeship to the truth that around every
circle another can be drawn there is always
another dawn risen on mid-noon
under
every deep a lower deep opens
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clamor at ecstasy but ecstasy
sings the blank
space on the page between each
word is Lethe
exquisite when spoken true
First I learned to forget how the clouds billowing into storm took other
shapes— the thunderhead as the sparrow’s wing, the tulip wilting, the
toad with bulbous eyes— and see only the cloud itself. N oted in my
journal how the wind in upper atmosphere can bend a wisp into a circle.
N oted the Spring congests into storms, the clouds progressing by circular
upwellings, as o f a liquid boiling, and the underedge o f each node a
darker gray limned in blue, the shadow by which the cloud grows in
definition.
exquisite when spoken each word
rings with one note
O rion plucks on his shimmering
bow vibrates also in the bough
o f the pine and the worm
which feasts in the pine as it grows
Then forgot the words to the clear tone. Then forgot to speak.
Then my blood vibrated w ith the working o f the tree. Then a
book was leaves on water, spread out, so the water couldn’t be
seen. Then ecstasy rippled. Then the stars were on the water.
Then I looked up. Then I forgot the constellations— O rion,
Hydra, Dipper, Bear— and only saw the light piercing through
the dark. Then I had no story but this poem.
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All I can say is that I live
and breathe and have my
thoughts.

we are this still
earth a dark toad in the m outh
o f a snake and the snake’s m outh
upon us is light
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Twining o f 3 rd Themes

dawn clangs shut another day
keyhole rising to noon
our sentence is to be without shadow
a m inute each day light shackles
claims the judge
you’ll see and you will be seen
*

the wild and the tame are one
*

my thoughts pacing behind bars
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a mortal blossom and a blossom untold |
pointing vaguely at the fields with a key | | |
here are the fetters, the lock & spring |
never asked but granted release
so I asked myself to roam
cuffed in song, bars in my eyes
from being behind bars so long
a convict walking to find a wall
the pine tree solid but I could see
lines along which it could fold
and folding be a paper pine to delight
a child rooted in a child’s hand
but nearing the hidden sparrows sang
the crow echoed unseen
and walking beneath the tree I found
the warden’s lullaby cooing
the pine dropped down its scent
upon me the whole w onder entraps
so I ceased and my m ind ceased
and my m ind’s m ethod, self-cruel,
self-vaunting, and prayed my sentence
longer: bewilderment & patience
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I hear faintly the cawing o f a crow far, fa r away, echoingfrom
unseen wood-side
It mingles with the slight murmur o f the
village, the sound o f children at play, as one stream empties
gently into another, and the wild and the tame are one
It is
not merely crow calling to crow, for it speaks to me too. I am
part o f one great creature with him; i f he has voice, I have ears
On the one hand, it may be, is the sound o f children at school
saying their a, b, ab’s, on the other, fa r in the wood-fringed
horizon, the cawing o f the crows
out at their long recess,
children who have got dismissed
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a)

bee in the snapdragon

b)

train distant on the tracks

c)

train inside the blossom hums

&
d)

bee transports Echo’s tune

Unless the humming o f a gnat is as the music o f the spheres,
and the music o f the spheres as the humming o f a gnat, they are
naught to me.
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Narcissus, the flower, also called the Paperwhite. A nd myself, holding
the petals. The blank page reflects. The pond could n ot hold Echo’s
voice, but ink does. Every w ord that is m ine is equally yours. N othing
here has not been spoken before. But peering through the deepening
pages, I think I see my own reflection, if patience lets the dark m ud
settle. Each word says: You are seeking me. Narcissus could not
speak— breath would blow the image away into ripples. Echo is only
breath. W ords threaten w hat we see. W h at we love to see we think
we love to see. We think it. There on the pond, the sparrows in the
pine unseen, the pine unseen, the surface filled w ith sky, my head the
forefront o f heaven, and the paperwhites leaning in behind me, until
breath echoes louder, seek me out where I go, and the w ind through
the petals is the rustling o f pages w ritten onto stems, and when louder
echo blows, volumes break and suddenly blank, w ith the breeze make
away. And one decides, I decide, w hether or n ot to look up, w hether
to stand, w hether to seek (myself who once was sought), to find Echo
clothed in pages, to kiss Echo in her vellum robes.
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night n o t the night / echoes / these words
n ot words / turnkey / echoes / dark ink
on page / this legible / prison a book
isn’t night / but n ight’s color / this ink
shackles sense to sense / listen to
my hand / this prisonyard / full o f song
the pond enchained / heaven / in echo
b u t heaven broke / free
not this / n o t this w ord / these words / no
book can / as nothing from n o thing / flee

I have no defense / b u t one plea
<2 k/z'Zs/ innocence not ease / m ust sing
the sparrow / a convict / in m y throat
no torn page will / release
to tear the page / is perjury
and perjured song / will cease
every separation / echo / is a link
every book a prison / turnkey
every prison / a nest
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Lying on his back, he gazed up now into the high, cloudless sky. “Do I not know
that that is infinite space, and that it is not a rounded vault? But, however I screw
up my eyes and strain my sight, I cannot see it but as round and finite, and in spite
o f my knowing about infinite space, I am incontestably right when I see a firm
blue vault, fa r more right than when I strain my eyes to see beyond it. ”
ceased thinking, and only, as it were, listened to mysterious voices that seemed
talking joyfully and earnestly within him.
“Can this be faith?”he thought, afraid to believe
brushing away the tears that filled his eyes.
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and with both hands

ceased thinking / my sweete delight / and only listened
*

sparrow’s / tremblestar / song
*

Lett me but kisse thyne eyes

My sparrow

*

cannot faith be broken and still be
*

harm be harmony
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Ill

112

Greg Glazner

Just under the sternum, where the unspeakable

was sentenced, swarm of small stinging ants
high in the rib tree, furious surge
choked back, red-declarative at the throat-jamb,

where it couldn’t be spoken and needed
to be killed and couldn’t
be quenched, the inflamed places
at the end of wondering How
to be thrown, if from nothing,
at least toward somewhere,
that strain
where it couldn’t be asked, where it’s replaced
if you name it— swallowed
down the theoretical hush, where the dendrites are
and the neurons fire—
that burn
you can’t chart, can’t demonstrate, the unkillable in
where everything, willow neuron invisible
illness volume integral hungering freefall
just to exist has to flicker and sear
in an ether all thirst all heat all feel—
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Stacy Szymaszek

from hyper glossia

released from a system o f adhesives
a man can
be municipal
face florid when sated
capacity crowd paid in beer
he says it most hum an
carbon date
my vote

m ispronounce the holiest words to certify
this will never happen to you
still life w ith dehydrated plum
poached from an adjacent kingdom
pea brain
smash it and poof
serifs peal out

that is my flourish
my tiger
the second big cat to appear
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implicit in monologue
you do not hear
the words that have the

how he effects me
effect
one in each
vignette

align the edges
o f this poultice
to your infirm eye

way to halt speech
was to mold
characters

now blab to everyone
in a bureaucratic line

—

you’ll live to see
medicine replaced

not suck
on amber bug

sleep finely

with my heavy
feature

pomegranate seed torture
towel palette with grog
let us release it together
I flattered a lost ostrich after curfew

respond to a hint
encased in the fricative

:
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fuck your little
bottle o f saffron
even if it did induce
a significant cough

my larynx
is a mimic
push the boats out
move them far from my
inaccuracy
is a turbine
permeates Semitic
meet laryngitis
I have made a m egaphone

M U TA TO
N O M IN E
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Karen An-hwei Lee

Isochronous (Equal O r U niform In Time)

1. Slow movement o f seasonsfrom light to shadow.

Ways o f keeping time, rotating once in two lunations, spinning wheel
suspended between planes to verify freedom and proper end shape,
cogs brushed clean, symmetry o f a pair o f hands working side by side,
heads of children turning in a pool o f water, swimming clockwise
bathing the heads o f children daily, a gardener’s beautiful eye glasses,
affection and sustenance, plenitude is beauty to the eye
of a child who hungers in a long winter of suspended comfort,
slow movement o f seasons from light to shadow to light
once more, the desire of a child for every passing eye
to sum m on attention to one corner o f the universe, honest face o f a clock
half in shadow, half in sun, one day and night equal or uniform in time
to isochronous movements, not wandering stars or planets, but thin trails of
solicitude,
visible rain falling softly as the child taps out a m oonlit sonata in a m inor key.

2. Gravity o f sonata in motion with light.

Slow m otion, a blank hour turns and turns, pinned by a wire of soft steel,
a pinion whose leaves are machine-cut, centered, and rough-turned true,
aperture centered by trueing wheels, collet turned from brass and
embedded with soft solder or driven onto a tapered arbor, solid
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glittering train o f chime mechanisms, gravity o f sonata in m otion with light
influencing intervals o f thought approaching the speed o f distances
magnified as a word passes through a w indow o f time opening slowly
to the road o f an open hour, rallentando or an allotrope o f carbon with gradual
intensifications lengthening a sm ooth gray curve where rough drafts,
unfinished yet sm ooth and worn as pencil lead, silent as tim e dilation,
magnify traces o f allotropic diam ond, plum bago on a gray line,
graphite collation o f images traced as a dual m atter o f body and m em ory
mingled w ith quiet inspiration, novelty.

3. A thousand rains could not lift her face.

H ours a m illennium ago assumed equal to the hour now,
yet inscriptions on an ancient bone imply the length o f day
was shorter then, so is the world slowing on a transparent axis
o f time, m inute dilation o f spatial or tem poral intervals
in the difference between twelve local noon, sun due south,
and twelve o’clock noon by the clock, faster than the sun,
or some times o f the year both coincide, while other m om ents
a difference o f nearly a quarter o f an hour exists, a day
shortened by a hair’s breadth, less than an eyelash or hand
leafing through the chronicle o f spring and autum n annals,
leaves loosening at the spine, paper tum bling inside wind,
years and years shim m ering in generations o f a family tree,
the same story is told until details change and others emerge,
a thousand rains could not lift her face, turn back the hand o f time,
a river o f a thousand black ravens spanned their infamous love,
over and over a story is recited about the weeping spring bride,
a bloom ing cherry tree stolen and found alive in the city,
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or an early woman pilot in the western hemisphere
who flew in a cage o f silk and bamboo her husband made,
so goes another tale, a thousand rains could not lift her grief,
a thousand rains could not lift the ash or lighten her mood,
witnesses recorded meteor showers and a star vanishing
the day before her disappearance so bright it was seen
at noon, and witnesses recorded a rain o f hot stones
out o f the milk river o f woe in the night, intimacy
of a weaver maid and shepherd shouldered by ravens
dark as the new moon, dark wings parting dark tears
to cross an infinite abyss created by incontinent passion,
a thousand stories out of the tree collapse into warm ash,
a thousand stars lengthen into gray lines o f falling rain,
a thousand years shorten into a postm odern noon
where a natural satellite is covered in sackcloth and ash,
quiet hour of lunar eclipse measured by one fifth of a geng
after the regular calls of the night watchman.

4. A woman who floated there without comment.

To make a polish, dissolve an ounce of silver nitrate in water
and add salt to precipitate the silver. Water solution decanted,
rinsed and allowed to settle, this is chloride o f silver
grains mixed w ith salt and cream o f tartar for paste
the color of m oon ash suitable for cleaning small parts,
reducing error inside clocks, under the faces, what lies beneath
fabled cassia groves which cannot be cut down, silver leaf
of ash inside a porcelain pot, gray polish for silverware
and heirlooms, barren palace where a hare lives in peace,
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keep a little paste in a jar, recom m end it for household use,
tooth polish for a woman who floated there w ithout com m ent
after swallowing the elixir o f life, every ink atom o f night
and a hairpin did not form the milk stream separating lovers
in the sky, put a little o f this paste on the bottom o f the moon,
see it rise as a m ound o f bread joined to the night, towing
the day as it sails over a city toward a line o f happiness
where the sky is new wine in the west, notice the night never
puckers or wrinkles at the seam where it attaches to day,
equally sleek as the sm ooth seed o f a melon, solace
only the lone bookbinder awake in the small hours knows,
laying m idnight aside in dark felt leaves on her book press,
tears m ended w ith onion skin, fish glue for broken pages,
a spine pressed, strengthened, relief for aching desolation
of w inter nights burning with the silent labor o f her hands,
w ondering about a woman who floated up there,
w hat she would say, smiling, every other tooth silver.
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Phan Huyen Thu

Sad Song

O n dry land w ith light flesh
the body wants to fly into the glowing yellow
wind
achingly blue arc
To swallow mutterings
to suppress weakness
to smirk
You’re there
right here
a thousand soundless
shouts away
I go out,
buy yellow chrysanthemums
to place by w indow
autum n wilting
Chest cracked into a buzzing bee hive
zipping in a hundred directions
to sting the night swollen
sad w ritten characters

Translatedfrom the Vietnamese by Linh Dinh
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Kimberly Johnson

Georgies o f the M ind

No almanac forecast this cold snap, cracked
pipes, oak buds shocked to black, the paddocked colt
caught w ithout his w inter coat. Tack burlap
to the casement, take in the calf—orphaned
fluke, his dewlap stiff w ith cold— and scrap
your book-wisdom. To everything there is
no reliable season, it seems: the stars
lie, the birds migrate w ith an animal
indifference, the m oon has harlot moods,
all the indices o f good husbandry
pure claptrap. We rough mechanicals
ought have our own logic, a calendar
innate, a barometric rise and fall
o f blood. Such time spent grappling hand to furrow,
such seasons breeding the flocks to strength
we m ust have gained fluency in the windfall
w ithout warning, in the volunteer stalk,
the prodigy, the latent trait expressed,
the postscript evidence o f things not seen.
How prostrate now the frostbit tilth reproves
our eyes and ears: it knows the studious tract
thrives w ith spring confidence until sudden
winter brittles it into supplication.
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Exercises in Translation

For me the broad wallop o f swans just airborne
means your exorbitance, forlorn as I was
by both beside the lake: wings above me
too far to reach, and you beyond belief,
incomparably idiotic. I tried
my arm around you, tried against w ith thinnest
membranes, even tried inside as far as fit,
but always the metaphysical
poverty o f a preposition. Pity
my ancient folly, learnt from the Greek,
where longing takes the name o f Leda
pressing improvidently into perfect
strangeness. Alack! the more I grasp at you
the more I w ant your beautiful remainder.
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Jon Thompson

from North American Dreams

I
W hen will they return & when will they em pty the
fog ghastly in their am putations and losses w ith limbs
missing like lost m emory M y Soul a t first fierce eye
I cannot now say or sing what they have seen the
ones who will not speak, beseech me not
Whose
brightsom beams could break into thy heart
faces
harrowed by bright visions all foreseen all the bodies
in all Disarray the dead exiled to silence their stories
cold on their lips They rise up too late/ too late we
worship only shadows rising & falling with my Fist
mine Eye Dasht out, and d id my Soule Unglorify
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IV
W hat is not fit to stand is given, merciless the woe of
lead & fire the scenes improvised by amateurs with
brutal histrionics who cry out who can the acting is
so bad But now no time is there for hand-wringing
re: authenticity the Angels have descended & will
not go back Despite miraculous flights—the eyes
enthralled—the wires hardly show O the militancy
of desire, redemption deep falling/I thought I was
through/the streets became stagecraft everything
staged beyond craft
kening through Astronomy
Divine/The World's bright Battlement My Heart it flies
down fiery it is a wrackful siege conflagrations dog
the everyday breathless she rushes to meet Death
her dark, slim-waisted suitor
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XXI
Summer comes all ferocity & abundance, greenness
as if the world held no sorrow or as if green were
the color o f unutterable sorrow My daughter, my
daughter w hat can I say when all the stories abduct
the truth W here is the line o f retreat the rallying
point
Here fo r Companions, are Fears, heart-Achs,
G rief In the Greek fable, green is grief-released, deathfled, mad mother-love Backstories o f whispered rage
possession & divine intercession The words were
salvation but a worldly plight has a death pallor &
thereafter never was it safe to speak her name
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XXVIII
O h Sarah, Landscape is vague how to h u n t the beast
with corrupted nature, see signs o f salvation, the
world is to spew us out
Instead o f a bright City
a Wilderness & the nightmarish dream -kingdom ’s
spell
I see signs o f shifts & divisions Fears, my
heart doth rise up for the quest, all — “To that end
they began to build a Fort as it were to beleaguer the
Enemy” | M ine inward looking Eye G od o f mercy
anger infinite love| “The victim-hero divin’d exorciz’d
& banish’d the living blood o f men & beasts & trees” |
Annawon he was then is in me now W ith Divine
Permission to execute Vengeance upon him, the
head perched on a pole in Plym outh Abstractions
o f darkness abstractions o f light
im m anent power
Hell
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A dam Clay

[THE SAD RUSSIAN MASTERS ARE SAD NO MORE]

The sad Russian Masters are sad no more.
All the clouds in the sky turned out to be dust,
but it m eant nothing in this elaborate field o f memory.
H ow many tears o f joy we will allow the Masters? M ud
to last a lifetime. M ud to soften the step.
This elaborate field offers no air for breathing,
but I like the taste o f ash, waiting here
at the brass doorway to this tired expanse.
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[I THOUGHT THE GRAVITY OF A SITUATION WAS
ALSO A CONTAINER]

I th o u g h t the gravity o f a situation was also a container,
as if pain could
curve up
to serve the ecology
o f night I still rem em ber so well.
A n act if inquiry
if the im pulse

is no act
to inquire

is blurred by an approaching light.
O ften w hen lost in this mess o f inquiry,
I forget no one is here
to sweep up m y mess.
W h en I tell som eone to disregard the conventions o f another,
I am talking to myself.
I am speaking o f disgust
at having to view refracted light from the m etal vein in a m outh.
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[FOR A U G H T I KNOW, A BLADE OF GRASS IS
PREGNANT]
For aught I know, a blade o f grass is pregnant
w ith light
and its light dyes the valley w ith scorn.
The wolfing river and C om m on Grackles,
uncom m on. O ff course.
Redbreast on the mantle.
There is a river inside this sycamore.
I plug the hole and wish the river to flash like light.
This sycamore will be dem olished to atoms in a storm.
Strange is my given name even to me.
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Fourteen Short Reviews

N athan Bartel on Aase Berg • Nabil Kashyap on Ange M linko • Joshua
Corey on Shanna C om pton • G ina Myers on Jeni O lin • Sandra Simonds
on Geoffrey N utter • Adam Clay on Jen Benka • Jeremy Pataky on Suzanne
BufFam • Ron Silliman on Forrest G ander • Jen Tynes on Kate Greenstreet
• Alex Lemon on Ted Mathys • Carly Sachs on Dara W ier • Helen Losse on
Anne Marie Macari • Haines Eason on Kevin Connolly • C had Blair on Jane
Miller • Marcus Slease on D an M achlin • Britta Ameel on Christine H um e •
Chris Dombrowski on W.S. M erwin

Remainland by Aase Berg, Action Books
Reviewed by Nathan Bartel

It is inaccurate for us to say that a shell held to the ear sounds like the ocean;
rather, the sound we hear is a lack o f a body, a body that inhabited an ocean
once, and the sound that lack makes resembles its former habitation. To hear
the ocean we need only remove the shell and listen, for we are most likely
on a shore; but it is exactly the resemblance, uncanny in its m any removes,
that compels us to put a shell up to the ear. From this we may make a
rough connection to Aase Berg’s Remainland. Berg’s poems seem to deal in
apophasis, a distinct silence borne o f once (and perhaps future) presence.
Neurologists tell us that as inform ation passes along the nervous system the
neurons make a sort o f path; the more those paths are used, the more defined
the path becomes. It makes its form resembling, in a totally foreign way,
the inform ation it carries, thereby creating a sort o f recognizable but wholly
independent echo. Berg’s poems operate in a similar way. The body’s business
is examined not in its products but in the impressions left upon the loci of
creation; “Smelt,” in its entirety, reads “Carry my smelt / across hard lakes /
carry my way o f / pouring runny body // Your shell’s meaty darkness.” There is
the echo o f meat, o f habitation; there is activity’s im print, which we recognize
in ways that seem to transcend “sense.” This, truly, is “Remainland,” a place
o f formers, o f a past tense present and, in a turn that is at once cold as science
and compassionate as care, accounted for. Berg’s genius is her willingness to
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turn her whole attention to these quieted and oftentimes marginalized parts
o f selves, those paths and pieces and molds at rest, which resonate a barely
discernable and completely compelling synesthetic experience of—w hat else
can we call it?— silence.

Starred Wire by Ange M linko, Coffee House Press
Reviewed by Nabil Kashyap

Reasons to be friends w ith Ange M linko: 1) H er prowess w ith an exclamation
mark; 2) Things you could learn about European earthenware; 3) N um ber o f
countries visited in a single collection (13, conservatively); 4) Solace after the
devastating theft o f C ellini’s Salt Cellar three years ago. Starred Wire manages
several cosmos o f references-from extensive travel to Benvenuto Cellini’s
autobiography to personal friends-never succum bing to diffusion. The poems
are tonally impeccable, even through occasionally jarring flourishes. Ideas and
images aren’t satisfied w ith staying put, tending to resonate symmetrically
later on. The thrust o f the book, sparked from the first page, is a meticulous
battle with problems o f containm ent. From semiotic issues and deep word
play to colonially-twinged touristic reverie to pottery, paintings and museums
to the brain itself, we are aware o f worked, filigreed surfaces w ith careful
spaces left to glimpse inside where the poem admits “I am no longer certain
w hat music I w ant to hear” or attem pts “The Idea in its manger.” In addition
to an acute sometimes aching awareness o f the abstractions she’s tackling,
M linko also pulls off dazzling, smaller delights like “Grass vests the dirt
lest wind, twanging the skyscrapers// that merely sleeve the elevators” or
“Schoolkids jum ping the jellyfish fences/ wearing cranberry jackets.” I admire
the collection’s precision, especially in light o f such a broad palette, but the
book leaves me a little cold. W hile there’s a great deal o f pleasure following
her gymnastic wit and inventiveness, I find myself drawn to the interstices
where “The painting at the heart o f evening dries slowly,” which appear too
rarely. Still, Starred Wire enviably navigates the precious and impersonal w ith
playful intellect. M linko’s poems adm onish that “certainly we don’t w ant to
anthropom orphize the brain,” that it is a constructed scaffolding under which
to wander curiously “where shadows feint across paths fallen trees.”
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Down Spooky by Shanna C om pton, W innow Press
Reviewed by Joshua Corey

If melancholy is the index o f authenticity in American poetry, then Shanna
C om pton’s Down Spooky is a very inauthentic book indeed— or as C om pton
writes in “My Huge Napoleon,” “Violators o f these depth prescriptions /
may be unsubscribed. But does it matter? / H e’ll mature into silliness.” She
is that rare creature, an exuberant minimalist: though few o f her poems are
longer than a page, they are compressed and crammed with wordplay and wit.
The first line o f her bio says it all, really: “Born and raised in Texas, Shanna
C om pton has lived in Brooklyn, New York since 1995.” She combines West
and East, bringing an acute sense o f place (places, rather: the D uane Reade
and the BQE; St. John Parish in Louisiana and a high school band parade in
Texas) reminiscent o f C .D . Wright. But like W right (or Caroline Knox, who
contributes a blurb to the back cover), C om pton’s truest allegiance is to words
and their uncanny ability to manufacture a com m unity o f meanings out of
the barest possible contexts. The speed o f her associations produces a kind
o f delirious whiplash in the reader, as in the case of “Post-Texas Expressive
H eat,” quoted here in full:
Your m other p ut a
fan in the oven,
he said, to cool
it down. That’s right
the door is open
and on it sits
a little fan, blowing.
I am a little
fan, she says, an
ardent fan, a big
fan o f yours. Whew.

That clever, cartoony “Whew” conceals itself behind many o f C om pton’s
poems like the quick sly grin o f the cat who got the cream. It often seems
apt to compare these poems to cartoons and comics: three- or four-panel
affairs offering the immediate pleasures o f strong lines and good jokes, but
rewarding closer examination with the fine detail o f their crosshatching and
the exquisite syntax ordering the panels. The latter quality is on display in
“The W om an from the Public,” which alternates a seemingly straightforward
confessional narrative in lines o f Roman type w ith incantatory italicized lines,
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the whole adding up to a decisive sketch o f the risks run by a woman claiming
her right to compose “the public.” Nervy and syncopated, Down Spooky proves
that you don’t have to prove your seriousness to create authentic experience
in language. O r as “My Huge Napoleon” concludes, asking o f its titular
character, “W hy can’t he just adm it / pleasure is inevitable?”

Blue Collar Holiday by Jeni O lin, H anging Loose Press
Reviewed by Gina Myers

Jeni O lin’s first collection o f poems, Blue Collar Holiday, was a planned oneto-one, image-to-poem, collaboration w ith the artist Larry Rivers, which was
never com pleted due to Rivers passing in 2002. The images that are collected
here seem to serve as jum p starts for O lin’s corresponding poems which are
characteristically fast paced, full o f clever turns, wit, and a certain rage, like
the rest o f the poems throughout Blue Collar Holiday. Rushing forward, the
poems sometimes open up in a stream-of-conscious-like manner, and always
take an unexpected route, turning com m on phrases into som ething new
and unpredictable. C om m enting on W hite Castle, television personalities,
a remaindered M arc Jacobs sweater,movies, Stevie Wonder, life,death and
everything in between, the poems feel alive, moving w ith New York C ity’s
traffic, never settling in, often marked w ith a brazen confidence. “W arner
Brothers Newest Thriller Valentine” begins w ith the line, “A nything I do
will be an abuse o f somebody’s aesthetics.” O lin accepts this fact and moves
forward in the com fort o f not having to please anyone. In “Stickup,” she
claims to be assaulted by a cohesive mass o f confidence and admits to stealing
lines, long and thin:
I choose not to think o f it as plagiarism but as “synchronicity” as in:
Christ was born on a bank
Holiday & died on a bank
Holiday & I’m worried about my hedge fu n d ...

The book also contains O lin’s previously published chapbook, A Valentine
fo r Frank O ’H ara, w ith cover art by Rivers. These poems differ in tone from
those in Blue Collar Holiday, they are longer, more meditative and sustained
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in their subject matter, often centered on loss— the loss o f life, (“The Day
Allen D ied,”) loss o f relationships, (“M others o f the Disappeared.”) M ost
notable is the poem “Frank,” which quotes O ’Hara throughout and borrows
his style— a record of “standing still & walking in New York,” putting down
in verse whatever it is that is happening at the time.
M arkedly New York School, Blue Collar Holiday is an exciting debut book
from a confident poet who is raging on “as such / Against the dying of the
light, etc.”

Water’s Leaves and Other Poems by Geoffrey N utter, Verse Press
Reviewed by Sandra Simonds

Elemental and complex, Geoffrey N u tter’s second book is something like the
Rubik’s Cube that he uses as a recurring image in the poem “Afternoon in
Iceland.” Like the man toying with that Rubik’s cube, the guiding question
o f the book seems to be, “W ill he knuckle under to its vast superiority of
com binations?” N utter’s answer? “I’m not m uch more than a stem / w ithout
roots, a thin thing.” Each face o f the cube, like each city or vast landscape that
N utter inhabits, rootless-stem that he is, gives rise to a world both natural
and artificial, continually leaving before our eyes. The following is from
“Ferdinand and the Rail”:
Poetry is not a mirror, gentleman, life is not
A cube-version o f a mirror, it is
N ot an expansion o f yourself as seen
From outside by all onlookers, including
You. It disappears, gentle man,
From your own sight as you move away,
But it goes on, and the image it reflects
Is glazed by the formless ball o f each m om ent,
Like sun in the rain.

No, poetry is not a m irror and, as the poet says, it m ust become a place where
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you are “not sure if you are alive” but where you can “hear cold water crashing
over stones” because “your life is a great transparency.” As one may notice
from “Ferdinand and the Rail,” the stakes o f his poetry are high and rare. To
achieve the aforem entioned transparency, N utter proves to be exceptionally
attentive to the outside world. In “The Black D og” he writes, “I saw a black
dog come out o f a pond / and break into a million light-tipped crystals / as
he shook the water from his fur.” We have all seen a dog shake his fur, b ut it
takes a talent like N u tter’s to turn the image into a sublime one.

A Box O f Longing With Fifty Drawers by Jen Benka, Soft Skull Press
Reviewed by Adam Clay

There is a rich tradition o f poems that rest on the “idea” o f America. Each o f
these poems acts as a milestone o f sorts by marking the end o f an era, b ut they
also seek to redefine America as it evolves and adapts. In seeking to docum ent
this ever-changing country, Jen Benka takes the Preamble to the C onstitution
and dedicates a poem to each word. This book succeeds when the poems
distance themselves from the sequence itself. O ften the shorter poems lean
against the poems both before and after them , dem anding that the reader be
constantly aware o f the sequence as a whole, as opposed to simply dwelling
on the poems themselves. An example o f this occurrence is w ith the poem,
“U nited,” which appears below in its entirety:
to stand alone together.
The next poem, “States,” is a bit longer, though still drawing attention to the
fact that these poems are all interrelated. I don’t mean to say this is a weakness,
but that the shorter poems (and there are quite a few that are four lines or
shorter) don’t allow the reader to stop, pause, and see the idea o f longing (and
this is indeed a book o f longing) unfold on a microscopic level. Luckily, there
is a certain beauty in the starkness that Benka employs throughout the book.
“States,” reads:
this land has no name
not taken, thieves
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tracing rivers and t-squares
more borders.
There are m any poem s th at exist b oth in the sequence and could exist outside
o f it. “A m erica,” the last poem , delves into a catalogue o f images and could
clearly stand on its own. In the poem , A m erica is
an unsolved mathematical equation:
land plus people divided by people minus land
times ocean times forest times river.
Benka takes the cliche o f A m erica as a land o f dream s and catalogues a series
o f “dream s”:
of corn field wheat field tobacco field oil
of iron cage slave trade cotton plantation
of hog farm dairy farm cattle ranch range
of mississippi mason-dixon mountains
of territories salt lake lottery gold
of saw mill steel mill coal mind diamond.
%

In these poem s (and in reality), Am erica is no longer a land o f dream s b u t
rather a land o f industry. W e are entering a new age and these poem s richly
do cu m en t the idea o f longing as it pervades this changing country.

Past Imperfect by Suzanne Buffam, H ouse o f A nansi Press
Reviewed by Jeremy Pataky

Past Imperfect, by Suzanne Buffam, debuted seven years after she w on a
prestigious C B C Literary Award for poetry, du rin g w hich tim e she generated
a satisfying and cohesive collection o f w ork. Buffam’s poem s chart the territory
betw een despair and joy, w here “we have n o t died yet o f hope, // nor its
opposite” (“Best Case Scenario”). In the poem “H appiness is N o t the O n ly
H appiness,” Buffam says, “rue is a sun-loving p lan t,” harkening back to the
first poem and transm ogrifying w ith a retroactive p u n the starting p o in t she
defines for her reader: “I take a little room on the Rue de Seine.” From this
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rueful stance Buffam sets out, crafting poems which tend toward a compressed
narrative style, tem pted at times into surrealism. H er even tone and bank
o f motifs mediates the stylistic swings that occur throughout the book as
she switches from free verse to prose poems to the sonnet. Buffam’s quest
to illuminate her “own private dark” concerns itself w ith both the grandiose
and the miniscule, her lens ranging from the earths tectonic mechanisms to
Jupiter’s moons. The poems accrue m om entum and lucidity through their
calm fixation on the natural and earthly, populating lines w ith a host o f
wasps, sparrows, swallows, snow, squirrels, skies, people, dogs, trees, bats,
bees, ants. Buffam speculates that “by paying close enough / attention to the
garden I m ight / join it,” and these poems provide a record o f that endeavor,
fruitful despite her proclivity for anthropom orphized representations o f the
world and its denizens. Although the book is separated into three sections
in a seemingly arbitrary manner, the poems call to one another and form a
well-wrought web that catches the w onderm ent and peculiarity o f a layered
and holographic world. Rooms contain rooms containing rooms, “there are
gaps in the sky the sky fills w ith sky,” lovers have lovers, dropped stones punch
holes in rivers. U nder Buffam’s scrutiny, w hat seems obvious often proves to
be simultaneously its own opposite. The w orld’s inhabitants exhibit polarized
natures dependent upon one another like light and shadow, emptiness and
fullness. These poems are sopping yet tidy, brief but expansive, homeless but
grounded, and profoundly satisfying.

Eye Against Eye by Forrest Gander, New Directions
Reviewed by Ron Silliman

Forrest G ander and Clark Coolidge are walking arguments for the notion
that a young poet would do far better studying geology in college than
creative writing. For one thing, it gives one a sense o f form that is not at all
received from the predictable patterns o f previous centuries. For a second, it
trains the poet’s eye to view the world carefully and not to make assumptions
or generalizations. For a third, it offers a wonderful vocabulary, which in
turn seems to breed a love for the gaudiest pleasures o f diction. Eye Against
Eye is crafted masterfully from beginning to end, built around four series o f
poems interspersed w ith four prose poems G ander calls “ligatures.” The key
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sequence, “Late Summer Entry: The Landscapes o f Sally M ann,” illustrates
(rather than being illustrated by) ten of her photographs. W hile M ann’s
landscapes are misty and impressionistic, quite unlike her photographs of her
family, G ander’s poetry tends toward the elegant while retaining an ungainly
aspect to it - the only equivalent to it in any art that I can think o f might be
Twyla Tharp’s choreography. I trust the awkwardness here— which can turn
up even in the most shapely pieces— G ander’s concern is always about getting
it right, rather than making it fit.

Learning the Language by Kate Greenstreet, etherdome
Reviewed by Jen Tynes

As the title suggests, these poems navigate an unfamiliar landscape, a shaky
knowledge. The first words o f the text, “learning a language is a form of
travel,” caption a set of dark visuals. Cover and in-text images are details,
some distinct, some murky— map-like, tree bark-like, sonogram-like— and
all too close, too particular to give us a sense o f scope. The poems are also
close, conscious o f an inability or unwillingness to represent, be map-like.
From “This is a traveling song”:
The escaped convict’s story is a traveling story.
The language is full o f gaps and problems o f tense.
O ne time you asked for a sign and found a shell.
Add one m inute for every thousand miles.
We learn to speak by hearing sounds
and deciding what they mean.

People are dying in these poems— some immediate, some in memory— and
time is, as a result, being reconsidered, recalculated. “M ath” begins with some
prose: “I was telling everybody that I’d done the math, and I figured out that
if we all lived to be 70 years old, we’d get to see the year 3000. They all looked
at me kind o f funny and I realized suddenly that the year 3000 was practically
1000 years from now.” Events are remembered by their m onth or season.
Seedpods m ust be taken into the house, into the sickbed, to be examined for
signs of life. Language is unsure o f itself. W ithin the poems there is much
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tense-shifting, time-shifting, changes o f m ind and place, circlings back. From
“2 o f Swords”:
If we realized the extent to which
no one understands
what anybody else really means
by anything they say, well,
youd say w ed all go crazy.
But aren’t we crazy already?

These poems attem pt to immerse us in a m om ent, a sensation, a m urky
sonogram, but in the end they leave us w ith “The Interpreter,” a poem
in which “I knew w hat each word was ... the little sister dies and no one
m entions her again.” This sure scope seems less realization than defeat. “This
road / It’s hard. / It’s mud. / Rises / as dust. / We walk on it” is honest, but
cold comfort, difficult necessity. “It’s hard to quit, / even when it’s over.” M ust
we eventually step back?

Forge by Ted Mathys, Coffee H ouse Books
Reviewed by Alex Lemon

H ow should one praise a book that goes for nearly all o f it— m yth, pop culture,
art, sex, and m emory— w ith a riotous beauty and furnace-sculpted lyricism?
Forge, Ted M athys’ first collection, is a universe o f dizzying pleasures, one
that achieves a success in almost every poem. From “M ekong, M ohican,” in
which the speaker senses the M idwestern melancholy o f a father driving along
O hio’s M ohican River by witnessing river-lightning in Taos, to the “arteries
o f Kahlo / and the boils o f M arx” in “Paused in the Factory o f Choice,”
these poems “spit and somewhere the barn swallows / gather in the hayloft,
their eyes burning like anthracite— / all heat, no smoke, no flame; is to be
so therm al / to reconstitute the grounds for hope.” Forge struts and wheels
fearlessly, as in “A W hole in the Factory o f N ull” where a
loaf o f sourdough smells
like sex and sure that sells; so let me rub
a dandelion under your chin and if
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you like butter; no w ere not
exactly naked and null, this is fishnet these are chains

But Mathys is not handcuffed by his tendency to spark and roll. Perception
and knowledge are woven and shorn w ith associative vibrancy and intellectual
precision in “A Hole in the Fog,” a sixteen-page sequence that sits as the
“hole” in the five-sectioned Forge. In this poetic mix-mastering o f memory
“TTie question here is not w hether we will or will / not inherit this Earth, it is
what to do // w ith an Earth that has inherited us, ” a world where just “The
color o f this brocade reminds one not / of a tennis ball exactly, but Boris
Becker, / the force behind the color.” If “A Hole in the Fog,” with its lyrical
and imagistic twists and turns around the D anube, does glow brighter than
the other sections in this debut, this difference cannot be much. Mathys has
given us a stunning first book. W ith Forge a reader has opened the kiln door
and pressed their lips to a steel-melting language.

Reverse Rapture by Dara Wier, Verse Press
Reviewed by Carly Sachs

Typically, an aside (marked by parentheses) is used in a play to allow an actor
to speak directly to the audience or to let the audience inside the actors
head. Dara W eir’s ninth book o f poetry is a book length account o f explorers
who speak in phrases entirely walled in by parentheses (also the only form
of punctuation besides dashes and apostrophes). O n the page, the language
resembles prose, but after reading several passages, it is clear that looks are the
only similarities to prose. Though quite heady, and definitely not for those in
it for an easy read, there are many wonderful mom ents where W eir’s playful
craft o f language emerges: (we’d go hide / in a haystack) (we’d be like needles)
(they’d use / us to m end things) (they’d stand us in pincushions). There is
something large and gripping— in an era o f technology and general unrest
Weir confronts “(fears o f going to bed at night) / (of ice and music and birds
and flutes and money) / (fear o f swallowing) (of being wrong) (fear of not) /
(understanding) (of missing out on something). And indeed, there is much
missed in terms o f basic com prehension and connection to much o f the
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language. However, Weir suggests another use o f language here, one in which
the voice o f the speaker is not able to be determ ined. C om bine that with the
fact that the sections are framed with smaller quotes from m any other voices:
Beowulf, James Merrill, E dm und Spenser, A rthur Rim baud, T.S. Eliot, John
Ashbery, Wallace Stevens, W illiam Carlos W illiams, and Walt W hitm an, and
w hat you have is a cacophony o f speakers, all w ith various messages (though
not easily interpreted) about our era. W eir’s Reverse Rapture overwhelms us
with voice “(interm ittent ones) (saluting / another)”— this book is for those
who are ready to be overwhelmed and raptured.

Gloryland by A nne Marie Macari, Alice James Books
Reviewed by Helen Losse

From the opening poem in her second book, in which Anne Marie Macari
states, “M ary’s / blood made him: / and nothing / can change it,” she never
backs down. The female body and bodily functions are examined— image
building on image, poem on poem — as she meets her reader in blood, milk,
m embrane, soup, “wet eyes,” abortion, and death. In “N ight Feeding” she
captures the sensual closeness that only a w om an and her neonate can know,
“rock[ing] outside o f time [yet] toward / a milkless future.” She deals w ith life’s
m eaning through suffering, m othering, and death, taking her reader through
a rose-bed and a bordello, from the universal “ I didn’t ask to be born” to
“longing for / goodness, for god.” A statue o f Mary, “her belly / huge and taut,
crisscrossed w ith blue veins— / heavenly body, swollen breasts, aching back,”
provides som ething Macari can call “holy.” In her title poem “G loryland” in
the book’s second part, “under the bare bulb, no w ind through / the dusty
curtain,” Macari makes peace w ith her life and, therefore, her death. After
experiencing a glimpse o f the future, she concludes that to know “how the
dead move,” she will “take up rowing.” In her final poem, “W h at W ill You
Feed Them?” Macari speaks, while husking “milk[y]” corn, o f the im portance
o f the “food inside the food.” She clarifies w hat she has known all along: w hat
the meaning o f female existence is. Pregnancy, birth, and breast-feeding have
become spiritual experiences for her as they were for Mary. A nd “when the
Com plete comes to find me / [asking w hat she knows H e will ask], W h at did
/ you feed them?” Macari knows “I’ve sucked / the bread o f this life / but am
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never full” is her answer. Yet even m ore than her intim ate, confessional tone,
M acari’s language captivates. H er syntax and vocabulary m ake reading her
poem s easy. The poem s in Gloryland are sm ooth and gentle— as tender as a
w om an’s breath— her m usic heavenly already.

D rift by Kevin C onnolly, H ouse o f A nansi Press
Reviewed by Haines Eason

C onnolly continues in D rift, his third collection, to m ine a vein studded w ith
the surreal. T hough, in going along w ith this im pulse, the reader is asked to
consider the acting im pulse o f the bizarre in the m ost everyday o f everyday.
A lm ost no epic here. In fact, som e o f his best m om ents are explorations o f
the quotidian, as in “Swallows” - here a chicken perfecting itself on the grill,
beer can in rectum , is the kernel th at leads the narrator to still m obile, aerial
swallows. C o n cluding are thoughts on w hat it is to swallow, etc.:
Swallow enough anything and it’s euphoria. Strangled or
drowned we all die drunk —no vexed loves, no stowed
slights, just a hole at the top of a column that thunders and
beckons and brightens, then, tightening, flees the scene.
As w ith the dodging swallows, C onnolly’s poem s, his turns and images, are
m uscular com pactions, sinuous conglom erations whose m om ents roll off one
another to each end. H e can m ake the leaps and have one soaring ether-bound
w ith no m ore a start than the ease o f an afternoon stroll. However, no m atter
how good the flight, we still have to leave land. A nd, we need the locale o f the
p o in t o f em barkation. Slipping about, riding dow n the neurons into som e vat
o f subconscious, seem ingly self-contained goo is grand, b u t so m any pieces
o f C onnolly’s collection seem to go too far off into lonesom e fields only he
knows, leaving the reader guessing at ends w hich have no apparent start.
O th e r reviews note C o nnolly’s desire to run anti-canon, anti-polish. A fine
endeavor, b u t explore new ground! T hough studded w ith gems, w ith images
so obtuse they cannot help b u t take any reader “there,” D rift is equally laden
w ith m om ents m ade up, gussied up m onotonies better left for the deeper
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currents to dispose of. A quite solid collection if only slightly snagged in the
current.

A Palace o f Pearls by Jane Miller, C opper C anyon Press
Reviewed by Chad Blair

Jane M iller’s eighth book explores the highly evolved Arab K ingdom o f AlAndalus as a means o f addressing imperialism, diversity, America’s relationship
to European history, and the role o f the artist. The book is com prised o f a
thirty five-poem sequence that weaves in and out o f the personal and the
historical w ith the fluidity o f an arabesque. In poem 13, M iller writes “this
is how terrifying people can start / to sound when things become personal”
and in poem 15 “W hat is it about Americans / we bully the first people we
m eet” in poem 26 “clouds gather and lower and dam p down and down /
in full bloom a m onsoon is not yet loosed.” M iller is a master at the level
o f the line. All o f these poems are double spaced w ithout any punctuation,
each line crafted to be its own tense, lyrical statem ent. Emphasized by the
space surrounding each line, one could get lost as if reading a list. So when
Miller continues an idea down m ultiple lines, it becomes visually clear how
each thought is a complex o f interrelated ideas. These enjam bm ents are often
surprising and force a reconsideration o f the lyrical whole. This back and
forth between the small and the immense in both form and them e spirals the
reader through the arabesque. However, each poem ends strangely w ith its
last line in all caps. It seems an odd choice, placing too m uch emphasis on
that last line, making each poem too linear and disrupting the otherwise fluid
patterning. The final poem “Coda” is a com pilation o f each last line. This
explicit, preset pattern seems contrary to the project’s desire for a personal
texturing o f the relationship between the self and history. A Palace o f Pearls
seeks connection in a fragmented world. It is a sensual response to a cynical
history.
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6x7 by Dan Machlin, Ugly Duckling Presse
Reviewed by Marcus Slease

6x7 continues the Ugly Duckling tradition of provocative poetics and
beautiful book making. Machlin uses a constraint of 6 lines with 7 syllables
each. The first poem in the sequence anticipates a resistance to these formal
constraints. The speaker asks if we can find truth “through a series of mundane
/ exercises?” This question leads to some important considerations. W hat is
an exercise in terms of poetics? And why is exercise a derogatory term? The
first association that comes to mind is “schoolboy exercises”— mimicry via
meter and rhyme of canonized literature. This type of exercise is pre-digested.
Both the form and content are predictable and do not push at the boundaries
of the known. A formula, unless used in a self-conscious way, can deaden
both emotional and intellectual responses to art. Machlin’s use of form is very
self-conscious and fascinating. His book shows us how limits can redraw the
boundaries of the possible. Machlin’s 6x7 has some affinities with Berrigan’s
sonnets. They both refresh Renaissance forms and rhetorical devices. Many
of Machlin’s poems are addressed to a mysterious lady (which is reminiscent
of Shakespeare’s dark lady). Also like Berrigan, Machlin employs various
dictions and rhetorical devices, such as second person and direct address.
While Machlin does not use days and dates like Berrigan, his sequence feels
occasional. A process of thinking inside a box. Yet, unlike Berrigan, and NY
School poetics in general, there is a lack of irony or glibness. The form of each
poem in 6x7 might automatically suggest haiku. A world in miniature. But
the title of the book also suggests the dimensions of a box and reminds me of
Joseph Cornell. Cornell’s boxes are objects within objects. The box, or frame,
is itself an art object, as well as the various materials inside the box. As a
book, 6x7 is a box, but there are also 44 boxes inside. Each box measures 6x7.
In other words, like Cornell, there are frames within frames. 6x7 highlights
the materialities of the book and language itself. Ugly Duckling has done an
amazing job realizing the form and procedural considerations of Machlin’s
book. Once you’ve seen a book from Ugly Duckling, it is very difficult to
return to mass trade books. If you’ve never heard of Ugly Duckling, you’re
missing out on some terrific book objects.
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Alaskaphrenia by Christine H um e, New Issues Press
Reviewed by Britta Ameel

There are 39 poems in Christine H um e’s Alaskaphrenia, 72 words between
“language” and “landscape” in the O xford English Dictionary, and Alaska
is the 49th state at a latitude o f 34° 4 0 ’ N to 71° 50’ N and a longitude 130°
W to 173° E. H um e counts, maps, mines, names, explores, lists, categorizes
as the surveyor o f her Alaska-of-the-mind landscape. She surveys not only
the literal landscape replete w ith bears and moose and ice caves, ocean,
m ountains, planes. H um e surveys the “poetic” language m eant to arrange
our uncontrollable internal states, our Alaska on the inside, where we “will
be a bellwether bomber, you dream -bom b the last place: a dogsled dream,
campfire dream, pioneer dream, pioneer, lynx, lynx, lynx.”
This surveyed Alaskan consciousness is under-punctuated, grammatically wild,
w ritten on scraps o f paper edged w ith fire and water, folded several hundred
times to fit in a pocket. H um e has “adopted an Alaskan ear long before; w ith
it, it’s not unusual to hear from inside the hammer: stam peded terrain, yea,
avalanche.” The inside o f this ham m er sounds, indeed, like avalanche: words
shape-shift and metaphors crumble under sound:
U nder these circulations
You could not wear cirrus the way cows do
Always your mange m eant to be smoke
molting, m oonglow

This associational, sound-driven logic (lynx, lynx, lynx) powers the surveyor’s
4x4, which explores the transformative nature o f consciousness. This particular
Alaskan consciousness is ultimately poetic, circular, fractured, though reliant
on prosaic and instructional structures: docum ents like brochures, diagrams,
com prehension questions; indices, instructions, explanations, translations,
dialogues, do’s and don’ts. These are the maps pinned under otherwise
confounding experience, and H um e instructs: “If you cannot w ork the
Eskimo yo-yo, you m ust walk around and create a map inside your muscles.
There, a secret heat makes air remember birds. In their flight, your absurd
hands go to seed. O nly the other day your pacing made som ething stop
sleeping; it made nowhere a shook-out place.” A nd again: “Never let w hat
you think fool you.”
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The parallel H um e draws between the surveyor’s language and poetic language
feels at every turn right for complicated consciousness. Yet, w hat startles most
is the fact that both languages are essentially inaccurate, and indeed almost
violate the very areas and em otions they are m eant to represent. H um e’s act
o f surveying, though, exposes the rich veins o f landscape and m ind, which,
though perhaps inaccurate, are made once again original and exquisite. This
reader w ouldn’t w ant it any other way, for H um e has
.. .outened the world
to show you real barenness:
a void a light
warps into w ant and then wants
until it warps all it glances.

Warp away, H um e, we’re w ith you on this expedition, counting as we go.

Migration: New and Selected Poems and Present Company by W.S. Merwin,
C opper Canyon Press
Reviewed by Chris Dombrowski

“don’t lose your arrogance y e t... / ” Berryman famously tells a young M erwin,
“you can do that when you’re older / lose it too soon and you may / merely
replace it w ith vanity” (“Berryman”). A uthor o f a stiflingly huge body of
work— 24 books o f poems, 22 translations, 7 prose books— and recipient
o f countless prizes including the Pulitzer and N ational Book Award, Merwin
asserts w ith Migration that he has lost over the last half-century none of
Berryman’s requisite boldness, and has found no room in his lines for vanity.
Although a practitioner o f formal verse in his early years (Auden selected A
Mask fo r Janus— only one poem from the volume is included in Migration—
for the Yale Younger Poets Prize in 1952) and linked with the Deep Image
poets o f the 7 0 ’s, M erwin, who said in a 1998 Paris Review interview that
“w riting is som ething I know little about,” is our indisputably campless
master. Here are the first stanzas o f two poems w ritten fifty years apart:
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TO THE SOUL
Is anyone there
if so
are you real
either way are you
one or several
if the latter
are you all at once
or do you
take turns not answering
*

D IC T U M
There will be the cough before the silence, then
Expectation; and the hush o f portent
M ust be welcomed by a diffident music
Lisping and dividing its renewals;
Shadows will lengthen and sway, and, casually
As in a latitude o f diversion
W here growth is topiary, and the relaxed horizons
Are accustomed to the trespass o f surprise,
O ne w ith the mask o f Ignorance will appear
M using on the w ind’s strange pregnancy.

The reader less familiar w ith M erwin’s work m ight w onder which o f the
poems were published during the Korean War, and which during the current
U.S invasion o f Iraq. It’s curious, anyway, to note how m uch “D ictum ,’’
(1952) w ith its density, dialogism, and formalistic leanings, resembles a good
deal o f w hat’s popular in poetry today. “To The Soul,” (2005) on the other
hand, with its curious, short-lined directness, recalls N eruda’s 1954 Odas
Elementales, many o f which M erwin translated.
Appearing in the “New Poems” section o f Migration, “To the Soul” also
shows up in the 134-page volume Present Company, a collection o f addresses
to people (“The Surgeon Kevin L in ”), objects (“Zbigniew H erbert’s Bicycle”),
places (“That Stretch o f C anal”), abstractions (“Lingering Regrets”), and other
nouns. Limpid, void sometimes o f images, open in their form, m any o f these
intim ate pieces show M erwin at his visionary best. But as Louise G luck has
said o f her own work, “W hat begins as vision degenerates into m annerism ,”
and 134 pages o f addresses is 134 pages o f addresses, even when w ritten by
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one o f our finest poets. W h a t the reader will likely find m ost enduring and
endearing in these poem s is their infinitely generous central-consciousness;
they are, like so m any o f M erw in’s poem s, offerings: “ ...I do / n o t know th at
anyone / else is w aiting for these / w ords th at I hoped m ight seem / as though
they had occurred / to you and you w ould take / them w ith you as your own”
(“Cover N o te ”).
A t the heart o f M erw in’s w ork is a pervading sense o f connectedness— to an
other, be it the reader, a lark, the light in Septem ber— th at links it undeniably
to prayer, though n o t prayer in the conventional W estern sense w hich, as
M erw in has stated “is usually construed as m aking a connection. I don’t th in k
th at connection has to be m ade; it’s already there. Poetry probably has to do
w ith recognizing th at connection.” The ease w ith w hich the poet realizes this
link, b o th perceptively and prosodically (“if you find you no longer believe /
enlarge the tem ple”; “every m o m e n t/ arrive som ew here”) will rem ain one o f
his w ork’s m any m ajor feats.
Logistically, M igrations m ajor feat is its length; at 529 pages, it could have been
m uch longer— the sem inal Second Four Books o f Poems, for instance, totaled
300 pages w hen originally published. As w ith all such massive collections,
the reader inevitably reaches a p o in t w here the poem begin to sound m uch
like ones read a dozen pages previous. There are m any occasions in M igration
w here the poet “look(s) up to see” or is found “at a bright w indow ” where
“all at once” som ething happens, b u t just w hen the reader thinks she has
the poem s’ endings— w ith their often w inged- or shadow dappled-hush—
pinned, M erw in surprises w ith som ething stabbingly ironic like this from
“Q uestions to Tourists Stopped by a Pineapple Field”: “do you th in k there is
a future
in pineapple”.
“W h a t survives o f the artist,” R enoir said, “is the feeling he gives by m eans o f
objects,” and while M erw in’s objects— birds, light, stone walls, leaves, water,
hills— appear recurrently, his range o f em otion is limitless. W ith all its fluidity,
grace, and fleetingness, M erw in’s poetry rem inds us th at it is, like the w orld it
bows to, “always beginning as it goes” (“To This M ay”). In the b rief “M em ory
o f Spring” (originally published in The Carrier o f Ladders and n o t included in
M igration), M erw in hints at the privacy and devotion such a poetry requires
o f its m aker: “The first com poser / could hear only w hat he could w rite”.
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Lisa Jarnot

Reindeer R ound

D o n ’t touch the ru n n in g reindeer
d o n ’t touch the reindeer please,
d o n ’t touch the ru n n in g reindeer,
the reindeer as they feed
and there they are, the reindeer,
stop traveling so fast,
go here to view the reindeer
the place w here reindeer pass,
black holes o f reindeer reindeer
the reindeer all fall in,
and here they are the reindeer
from hills w ith cave’s dark din
pacific northw est reindeer
stop reindeer reindeer please
stop all the ru n n in g reindeer
o reindeer reindeer these.
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Christm as Prelude

O little fleas
o f speckled light
all dancing
like a satellite
O belly green trees
shaded vale
O shiny bobcat
winter trail
Amoebic rampage
squamous cock
a Chinese hairpiece
burly sock
A grilled banana
smashes gates
and mingeless badgers
venerate
The asses o f the
winter trees
rock on fat asses
as you please
Be jum py
or be rocked
with joy
enlightened
fry cakes
Staten hoy
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Aaron M cC ollough

from John Faheys ‘A merica

erroneous republic
w ondering the way
through the tune
this m orning blues all around
my bed
Blind Lemon Jefferson: I want to cross the river ofjordan in my heart
jordans never stay crossed
The tim ing kind o f cracked
neither to the horse nor the m etronom e
to the weaving water & dust
PURE religion Jesus gonna be my engineer
W hich is the test not the testim ony o f your
yes/no
for the good o f the whole bodie;
as the office o f the eie is to see,
the eare to heare, and the foot to goe
walke while ye have light:
and againe, I m ust doe
his worke while it is day
walke w orthy
walke w orthy
between the vespers o f history
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We bring the rolling ink position not
the interstate speed but the h u n t and peck
and peck and gathering wander economy
I gather you mean I assume you mean
I weave the nation into the sense of
closure not rich enough never rich
of thoreau’s false etyomolgies:
sans terre ... the secret o f successful sauntering
w ithout cracks not lachrymose
clear-eyed and whole gathering speed
in love with the paradox o f moving
o f the city a pied to find
good songs variations
so as to perform
the duty

and what I have been preparing to say
is, that in Wildness is the preservation
o f the World.
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OF THREE ROUTES TO JERUSALEM, ONE BY LAND AND BY
SEA, AND THE NEXT MORE BY LAND THAN BY SEA, AND THE
THIRD ALL BY LAND
I shall now tell you about the quickest way to Jerusalem. For some folk
do not w ant to use the other route - some because they have not enough
money, some because they have not enough people to go with, some because
they cannot stand a long journey, some because they fear the dangers o f the
deserts, some ... But I will go back and tell you o f other routes that can be
followed, keeping more to dry land - useful for those who cannot endure
traveling by sea, but prefer to go by land even if it is more trouble. [You
make your way] to one o f the ports o f
A man crosses the sea to
and crosses the stretch o f water called

From there he goes to
Thence he goes by land to
then he goes to

Fie will pass through
Thence men go through the hills o f
the vales o f
the open moors; one
passes the town o f or the towns that stand on the great and noble rivers
There are m any fine hills in those parts, m any fair woods and great plenty of
wild game to hunt.
He who wants to go a different way will go through the plains of
O n that coast is
Further up in the m ountains is a fine city called
W hen a m an has crossed these m ountains and moors, he goes through the
city o f
where there is a great bridge over
a great river, which is
navigable; it runs fast from the m ountains to
Near the city o f
is
another river that comes from the
At the crossing o f this river
Saint
lost his wife and two children. This river runs through the plain
of
Thence men go to the city o f
where there are hot springs and
hot baths. There are many fine woods. From
you go to a city called
then to
and then to
and from there are two ways to Jerusalem, one to the left and the other to
the right.
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Evie Shockley

m etam orphoses
—with apologies to lucille clifton and ovid

i.
a beast couldnt be any dirtier! an entire crud cache collected beneath every
fingernail— good god!— hes got, i hear, eavesdropping, i find his hands as
appealing as a jasper kimono: luscious, maybe not oneiric, but pretty close,
i make it my quest: i’ll reach out and snatch the tenderness from under the
very calluses on his workingm an’s palm, lady, my x-ray vision sees through
your zoo.
ii.
zeus, you x-rated woodcock, you! violent, ugly, taking women who scorn
rather than worship you: quick! transform! penetrate! om nipotent never
means lovable, knocking up virgins— jesus!— is hardly generous, fucking
egomaniac, don’t come to me like some bullshit animal.
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Jaye B artell

White Item (2)

Gull speech, plea!
Sound the local
ring highest around.
(Be my bell
serve toward
eased breathing)
O nce, O knells had— no.
N ot anymore. Sea air
would rust those here.
I will think o f you
chime invisible timbre,
new beloved texture.
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Olympia (3)

Gull.
Those slight legs
trunk o f a shrub a
pigeon for the region.
Body is a held form,
atop for those winged
but (spite-talk) beaks
cannot kiss or chew plush
bread as you can, or I am.
They’re better for that limitation,
as we are, for not soaring,
to perch a slate rooftop, this evening.
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“Living D istances”
for Yahouda Byrne

Coastal, I haven’t
been yet late
enough to under, go
under for providence’s
services, that an easy
may simply, w ith actual
easement, to be used
by those needful
w ith trouble
fuck,
trouble just will
shake!
ruins the m orning
from such a late time to sleeping.
If late, wait until the sun
blond and pontificating
goes away
see clouds defined
by distance to w hat’s
main.

Ken Rum ble

from Key Bridge

28.iii.2001
“W ashington D .C & Vicinity”
“Inside the Beltway”
Spread, flat, colored,
L’Enfant’s plan clarifies like lemon writing —
perpendicular blocks graph the interior
o f the city’s fractured diam ond.
Blue boulevard lines angle through,
converge in bundles and circles,
beam out again to the city limits
like webs, veins, cracked glass,
palm lines, palm fronds, roots, ant lines
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10.iv.2001
Standing in the m irror
standing in, the m irror
(which comes from mere
((which means lake
(((which are fed by or feed
((((mouths o f rivers
In a dream a model landscape:
a river lifted out in a piece
like a shawl
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9.iv.2002
Ardea herodiets
seven blue feet wide
the wings’ slow weave
the sky
an aerial river part & parcel
seven feet of wing and silent mostly
their necks Zed or Sed an ambiguous
alphabet sign
the two on the card —one neck up
one neck down two-step instructions
the flat flapper on the bookcase
Happy Birthday, Mama
seven feet wide
four feet high —river colored, river winged,
river feathered, river beaked, river legged,
river eyed

Jenny electric and avenue
Jenny and the coffee house tree
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Jenny a maiden with the handle o f a Lord
Jenny loved Lebanese, fast Fatoosh
Jenny with burning hair, cloud skin, leaves’ eyes
Jenny — call me Jenn — moved to Germany
Jenny Heartbreak, Virginia
Jenny on the blue line
Jenny wanted to, but didn’t with me
Jenny ginger snaps
Jenny’s friend Jenny with nipples (more like nips
Jenny still in this city love
Jenny the senator’s daughter who lived by a lake
Jenny on Roosevelt Island, Sweet’s, the Comm ander, Au Pied du Cochon,
the Lodge
Jenny on Wisconsin, 36th, 37th, P, Prospect, 33th, M, and the bridge
Jenny in M arch, May, April, February, January, June, 19 and 96

(safe in sound
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Eileen Tabios

Negative Spaces (I)

I always sense the future, the antithesis o f everything is always before my eyes.
I have never seen a child without thinking that it would grow old, nor a
cradle without thinking o f a grave. The sight o f a naked woman makes me
imagine her skeleton...

—Flaubert

.. .N ot so. Encounters are not like engravings, w hether on marble or wax,
their images like words even if everyone agreed on the definitions o f texts.
There will be no code. You can never hear w hat you read ...
*

.. .Eliding places are inherently temporary. Delay through prayers. Proceed
through “the present gruesome tim e” w ithout delusion: to hide som ething
already hidden is a worse negation than mathematical cancellation...
*

.. .N one o f us are im m une from desiring g ratitu d e...
*

... I w ant my lover to become im m ortal for, how else can I receive
sympathy— if not praise— for my position as lamb?
*

.. .Forgive how he honors her m em ory by bragging about her m etaphors...
*

.. .W hy m ust we fight d u s t...
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Negative Spaces (II)

...T o be hum an is to be anti-ghost, though many will fail to concede this
out o f rom ance...
*

...A s a point o f view, “we are all autistic, or none of us are” engenders
poem s.. .bludgeoning p oem s...
*

.. .Was it really sneering snow, or was it just a terrible day?
*

...T he creature defiled the umbilical cord noosed about its neck by opening
eyes and nam ing the world w ith a scream ...
*

...T he baby (I first typed “body”) is trying to breathe while the m other
smokes a cigarette...

Negative Spaces (III)

...D oes obsession preclude or facilitate note-taking viz tiny words from
cramped fingers?

... W hat does it mean that I see a claw and w ant to kiss it?

.. .Such an ardent student o f the escape!
*

...H o w to choose between moral vs financial hardship?

.. .A legacy comprised solely o f an imperious state.
*

...N ostalgia defined by the concept o f “shepherds and shepherdesses” ...
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Negative Spaces (IV)

.. .The predictability o f Apollo’s jealousy...
*

.. .Is it irony or something else that a mad woman bears children who grow
up to be a Pope, a Sultan, and the Russian em peror...
*

.. .Using touch to teach language...
*

.. .The ease w ith which sleep m asters...

.. .Splintering wood as if the sea can escape itself...
*

.. .Perhaps the sea is not a w o m an ...
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Arielle Greenberg

G is for Glassblower. G estated. Gravid. Ugly.

Ruined by beauty you could mutter if you weren’t so damn material,
could lie belly-down, snake in the mud like you’d like
but you can’t, you’re
full of matter, you’re mammalian
like all species with milk, you’re
closed by these million pod-like black petals chiming mother, you’re
a rattled cage, a viper basket.
Damaged at every cross-hatch.
Skin tagged and marked with skin at all the body’s fractious queries,
stretched like a meat-hound, swoll,
purple, lumped, hard-boiled, yes,
and devoid of your beautiful square-cut diamond
and your plain gold band because so plumped with that mewling life
you’re practically unmarried.
There could be weeks yet to go.
Two more moons, could be, this rounded lug.
Enough to make you drown, want to drown
crushed in the waves of your flesh.
Pins. Needles. Pins with plastic duck heads. Needles with a beautiful medicine.
Drink more water. Eat more eggs.
These snaky rules, these rules are
Not for you. Nestle the kitten; keep it from snakes.
If she is a girl she will ruin your beauty.
If he is a boy he’ll lodge like a bullet.
In neither case will you sleep on your belly,
or on your heartless side, or on your crushed-down spine,
will you sleep again deeply, they say, like it’s ha-ha,
you’ll never sleep again.
And then they remind you This is a form o f actual torture.
You half-remember a life with texture:
the flat wool of your best camel skirt, the slip inside a snakeskin purse,
the flick of your shiny hair, your face when it felt. Oh, now colorless,
and striated, it will all be joy with kitten soon
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they say but they lie and you lie on the mat with the dog—
on just the thankless right side, for just minutes, before everything goes num b
again—
and try to remember what came before
this basket o f heaving pounds and all this beauty.
(You once read a story that might not exist called The Glassblower’s
Children
who m ight not exist who go to a fair that m ight not exist
and buy a ring set w ith a raven’s blinked eye
that carries them, napped, kidded, across a river that m.n.e.
to a glittering castle that m ight not exist where they become slaves
to a thankless queen who has everything and even these foster children
do not make her smile but to keep themselves company
they find their twins in the hallway mirrors until these, too,
are banned and blank and do not exist.
And do you remember that the river is Forgetful
and wipes them clean o f their glassblowing parents
and the fair and the village and leaves them alone
with only that sideways eye o f the raven?
And where are you in this story, this hallway?
My little boat? My booth? My half-empty glass?)
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M atthew Rohrer

from The Ideograms

W hen I listen, really listen
to the creek it gets quieter.
It ceases its own ceremony.
In the night the rain destroys the enchanted m ountain.
In the m orning I am newly formed to my terrain.
The creek is swimming up to tell us
that the Pavillion o f Probability is under attack.
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Bank the coals against the anguishes o f night.
In the afternoon the m ountain laurel is awake.
It wakes me up.
The wild m ountain orchid droops on the path
in the clouds now. The sun folds.
We march and descend. O ne man is arrested on a ramp.
The men at the campfire pretend to color the rain clouds.
At night this is w hat scares me.
Having to piss in the forest blackness.
Seeing a faint glow.
Knowing it is two elk working together
to balance a birthday cake on their antlers.
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I almost understand you.
Then I come upon you as upon a tree
bristling w ith spent arrows.
I’ve come too late.
You kiss me goodbye sometimes
and I feel you transfer everything.
Sometimes you destroy crystal snowballs.
Sometimes I call you three times in one hour.
The pond that separates us during the day is being drained.
You kiss my hand and I see the folly in my plan.
Let the products sell themselves.
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You leave the apartm ent.
You bring hom e the bacon.
Once you walked all the way home eating
jalapenos from a jar.
All day I think about words
and how words can topple and humiliate my enemies.
I walk for hours this way with my son
in a small carriage through the hum id beech trees.
We cross rivulets and cricket grounds.
Huge groups o f kids get in trouble.
We rest on a bridge.
We wait for a crocodile to pass before we cross the river.
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Joyelle McSweeney

The Seed Vision

The seed vision runs like rain or m oney into the periphery. The lachrymal
ducts are like blue cut jewels gazing on the seed vision: keen and escaping.
Something ails our colt. Som ething ails the half-assed thunderbolt or the
path the current takes through a flame-colored cord looping through the
narrow lot. At the corner o f dust and dust, the big girls hunch. Their hair
scraped back is a thoroughfare o f sight. Their loose bright jerseys. G et those
girls inside. The rain shower is a shower o f gold is an irruption through the
keyhole is: seed money. Enter: cloud o f smoke. Enter a hole in the roof that
lets the Dove in. A whole that includes the roof, that is, the Seed Vision.
The milk arrived sweating in its wax.

It wore the stam p o f its family of

family farms: milk-riddle. It sweats in its skin. It sweats in its rind. It w on’t
give birth in the daytime.

It w on’t give an answer. It w on’t make a sign.

W hat is it? [an egg] W hat is it? [a missile].

[An envelope] [A capsule.] [A

shudder at the door] Blood riddle. [One shoulder shoved in.] Day riddle.
Rattle and wrack. Adjust the baffle now fumble w ith the boom mic. Hup!
The cow rooted up the vision now lodged between its horns. It can’t see it as it
pulverizes the market stalls and cafe tables. It treads the waiter’s toe. Back in
the kitchen garden, the tuberoses and the fat roots fly in skirts o f dirt that flip
and subside, m om entarily covering the disheye o f the camera like a rogue’s
or a child’s eye: U nder the skirt am I. Now swatted aside. We’ve finally got
the contraption working. W e’ve finally got the picture up. O n the barneye
side o f the doublewide, the horn o f plenty splits, a showcase staircase. Carpet
floods down. It’s grey in this take, but in the m ind it’s split red like a lip. It
graces the split level. It graves. It’s gold like a sock in the eye: seed vision. It
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splits in veins. It lifts in vents. It’s a wellmade dart or volute: Five hundred
dancing girls in lockstep pick their way down the divide to the plucking of
strings. Plinth plinth. Here the current splits. Here the joiner, the jack. The
coupler. The co-axial and the double-axe. Pick, pick, adze. There’s a place
for everything in this white-white van that has the pluck o f four horsemen
though one-fourth the pick-up. It’s a floating N ation it’s a one-horse town
that sleeps with one eye open for the other in the head o f the brother under
the water or the brother walled out.

Tap tap, that’s the hands o f the dead, th at’s a blind m an wandered off a page, or
that’s the rain, rain-delayed in the frame-by-frame, a diam ond vision, darling,
that’ll halve the cost and double the price.

Mirror-effect. Lake-effect. O n

the lakeshore, the blue-eyed condom inium s are grinning; at their shoulders,
their green-eyed sisters sulk. That one has a diam ond head. That one wears
the plaque o f a victim. Look closer: their missing panes. A pendulum blade,
a scimitar slices down between the eyes o f the sleeper but stops a breath from
the bridge if her nose. A hare’s breath jerks franticly away on a nonsense path
soon hidden in the nonsense o f the breakdown, the overgrowth. W hat city is
this. Laced down by em pty roads, clever clover knots. The sleeper sprawls in
her loose garment, she stirs. The seed hovers, huge as day It has a clasp, it’s
halved, dicotylid, it has a valve, it’s an engine, it’s inform ation flattened and
veined inside the case. It’s balanced on its slim side, it rolls like a plot device,
like something that will explode.

A button to engage its mirror, powder to

spill and spend. See how it clots and coats: bold. And see how it retracts. It’s
complex as a mall, as a will. As the dancers withdraw, the set retracts. Like the
mayflower: compact. It’s closed for the season, to the public. Clicks and flits
out. Pffft. It’s the plan.
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D aniil Kharms

The Aviations o f Transform ations

Wingless flying is cruel am usem ent
Try it, clumsy, you’ll fall over backwards
She chose no other form o f torture
They hit her over the head w ith a tightrope.
O h, how she fell over the swamp!
H er skirts all raised! The boys all stared
Meanwhile, she called for the pilot in confusion,
but the pilot’s soft mustache quickly ripped.
A youth, he peers
and laughs and steers,
stopping the flies’ incessant buzz
he slowly lands upon the moss
She: I lie here in agony
He: M adam, you can lean on me
She: I’m dying, bring me a snack!
Together: We die o f the axe!
O ur little faces are getting colder
The beating is gone,
We’re lying down. The windows are open
A nd we’re breathing hard.
Here come the guards.
A maiden’s daydreams are weightless.
W om en eat their grandkids.
Fish swim in the river.
Fir trees rush around in the forest,
the witch is m oaning across the seas
W hile the words above the town are these:
The M anagem ent o f Things.
That’s their bird’s-eye uncle
... heart resonance ice
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suddenly I’m quietly a goose all at once
the airplane departs.
There, puffed up, it disappeared.
W ho is left upon the sand?
We don’t know. But grandpa dug
his stately holes so sad.
tossing the roots
Down the carefree chutes,
H e mixes powders
For the horses that are ill.
The reckless reins neigh
Pointing fingers at the fool
stop, friends, he’s a wizard
Knows ... things
he spins the cloud o f closets
he pours the oven-dregs
Three hundred dunce caps in the sky
Using bricks to build towers so high
W here a greyhound warms the sun,
Gnawing on the goddam n dark
W here a plane soars into Europe,
Carrying a beautiful trollop.
She: I’m flying to my suitors.
The pilot: the engine broke,
she shouts at the pilot: jerk!
the airplane sank right there and then
she shouts: father, father,
I lived here. I was born here
and that was all she wrote
she has turned into a candleholder.
Madeleine, you are too old and cold
to lie alone beneath a bush
a youth bows down over you
with a face as wet as Tibet.
The pilot has grown old along the way
he waves his hands— but doesn’t fly
he moves his legs— but doesn’t go
waves once or twice and falls
Then lies for years w ithout decay
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Poor M adeleine grieves
A braid she weaves
and chases idle dreams away.
ENOUGH

[January 1927]

Translated from the Russian by Ilya Bernstein and Matvei Yankelevich
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[There lived a / miller]

There lived a
miller. H is daughter Agnes
played w ith anim als all day
scaring cattle from the depths o f forests
her pupils shine w ith fire flames.
The m iller fierce and w icked was
beat Agnes w ith a w hip
drove barley from far villages
and after w ent to sleep.
O n e m orning, inside the m iller’s
adam ’s apple, Agnes plants a bean.
Agnes growls. The m iller springs.
B ut the priest comes w alking in.
Long Agnes takes her seat
the w inge’d m iller seats the priest
nearby. H e is em barrassed.
O h w ould there blow a sudden w ind
and then the w in d m ill’s wings w ould spin
the cleric, Agnes and the chatterling in flight
w ould then u p o n the ro o f alight.
The m iller’s happy. H e’s a m agician.

January 3, 1930

TranslatedJrom the Russian by Matvei Yankelevich
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Politics and Poetics in Juliana Spahr’s

This Connection o f Everyone With Lungs
University of California Press
By Monica Fambrough

We begin with cells, and in beginning with cells, already we are taking on a
fundamental contradiction.
There are these things:
cells, the m ovem ent o f cells and the division o f cells

Cells connect with each other— they combine to form living organisms,
but they are also autonomous. They function as individual units of a whole:
separate yet connected. Cells divide to become larger entities, hands and feet
and lungs. Millions of cells connect and form a larger organism. As humans, we
are individuals, but we contain multitudes. This kind of contradiction, which
we might consider to be a paradox, can also be observed in the geographical
and political make-up of the United States. Fifty individual units combine to
make a nation: separate yet connected.
In This Connection o f Everyone With Lungs, Juliana Spahr takes advantage of
one of poetry’s great capacities: the capacity to transport contradictions from
the realm of abstraction to the realm of the concrete and vice versa. Poetry
can recognize a contradiction w ithout taking sides. And as this work shows,
in a complex political climate, taking sides offers dangerous comfort.
Writing as a resident of Hawaii, the state that perhaps most exemplifies the
U.S.’s geographical and political paradox, Spahr explores the concept of
complicity. If we are all like Hawaii, apart yet connected, in what ways are we
complicit in the activities of our various contiguous parts? How responsible
are the cells for the behavior of the larger organism, however far removed?
I speak o f those m om ents w hen we do n o t understand w hy we
m ust be joined or separated in the m ost m undane ways.
I speak o f w hy our skin is our largest organ and how it keeps us
contained.
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As the book moves on from the abstraction and biology of these earlier
statements, into more politically explicit territory, it becomes clear that our
sense o f separation is what renders us incapable of seeing our own complicity
in the behaviors o f larger systems. It makes us feel simultaneously blameless
and inert. The m undane ways we often feel connected to each other make us
dull to the actual potential and consequences o f our actions. The warehouse
and the distributor and the mall and the salesclerk separate us from the
Indonesian laborer who makes our blouse, but they also connect us to her.
The accumulation of small connections, the way they make a body, a country,
and a universe, comes to life in the first section o f Spahr’s book: a series of
repeated and accumulating phrases that form a three-page introduction to the
larger second section.
as everyone with lungs breathes the space between the hands and
the space around the hands in and out
as everyone with lungs breathes the space between the hands and
the space around the hands and the space of the room in and out
as everyone with lungs breathes the space between the hands and
the space around the hands and the space of the room and the
space of the building that surrounds the room in and out
The tediousness of the accumulation building to large paragraphs lends the
poem an “O ld Lady W ho Swallowed A Fly” sense of irresistible inevitability.
We know where we are headed (“Perhaps she’ll d ie ...”) but we become
attached to the steps necessary to getting there. And we become aware o f the
significance of even m inute variation. From a post-structural standpoint, at
least, variation within repetition is a powerful form of resistance, linguistically
or socially, because it demonstrates that change is possible even in hegemonic
structures.
And resistance is called for, as the second section o f This Connection o f Everyone
With Lungs artfully announces. But it is an unexpected kind of resistance. The
long piece, “Poem W ritten from November 30, 2002, to March 27, 2003”
stretches like an enormous skin across the remaining 64 pages o f the book,
which are appropriately divided by separate yet connected dated sections.
W hat the skin contains is a different sort o f accumulation. Repetition occurs
but is less restrained, erratic. The content ambitiously reaches from nature
towards politics, and from geography towards pop culture. Page after page,
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the tone remains flat— masterfully and relentlessly consistent— emphasizing
the level to which beauty and atrocity can become mundane information.
The even tone helps to unite disparate elements and emotions, forcing the
reader to consider how separation and connection, difference and sameness,
work together to make meaning.
W hile we turn ed sleeping uneasily Liam G allagher brawled and
irate fans com plained th at “Popstars: The Rivals” was fixed.
W hile we tu rn ed sleeping uneasily the Suprem e C o u rt agreed to
hear the case o f w hether university adm issions m ay favor racial
m inorities.
W hile we tu rn ed sleeping uneasily poachers caught sturgeon in the
reed-fringed Caspian, w hich shelters boar and wolves, and som e o f
the residents on the space shuttle planned a return flight to the US.

Reading the poems is like getting your news from the Internet. Internet news
is the great equalizer. It gives us Iraq and Angelina simultaneously w ithout
taking sides. W hat Spahr reminds us is that Iraq and Angelina are connected.
W hile she is occupied with Brad, and we are occupied with their exclusive Us
Weekly photo spread, Iraq is occupied by the U.S.
But the beach on w hich we reclined is occupied by the US m ilitary
so every w ord we said was shaped by oth er words, every m om ent
o f beauty occupied.

As the book concludes, language and poetry become occupied. Everyday
speech is pre-empted:
W h en we talk about how the Florida nurse died o f smallpox
vaccination and how sperm m ay sniff their way to eggs we talk also
o fM 1 0 9 A 6 Paladin Howitzers and the M 270 m ultiple-launch
rocket system.

Finally, the violence occupies the bodies of beloveds in lines that draw the
seeming contradictions together, in bed with each other:
W h en I w rap aro u n d yours bodies, I w rap around the USS A braham
Lincoln, u n m an n ed aerial vehicles, and surveillance.

The mistrust implied by surveillance is appropriate, because the intimacy with
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machines o f war is not entirely abstract. No m atter who we are, no m atter
where we are from, we are connected with these things. As are the lovers who
lay beside us. The end of Spahr’s book is a fantastic nightmare in which our
complicity in the atrocity o f war is made manifest in our bodies and language.
We do not actually control what we say, and words we didn’t know we knew
pour from our mouths. Involuntarily, we confess.
This Connection o f Everyone With Lungs refuses to be comfortable with the
expected messages and means o f political expression. It knows organic
language and forms, as opposed to catch phrases and direct attacks, make the
most convincing arguments. It aims concerns not only at the warmongers,
but also at the peacemakers. W hat is ultimately implied by Spahr’s poetry is
that by thinking of ourselves as blamelessly on the side against the war, we
prevent ourselves from acknowledging our connection to it, as well as to its
victims.
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On Andrea Baker’s Like Wind Loves a Window
Slope Editions
By Craig M organ Teicher

In his exciting essay “Revenge o f the Poet-C ritic,” Charles Bernstein argues
for the evocative possibilities o f shifting forms in poetry and prose. H e says:
...w h a t I’m interested in ...is strong, ab ru p t changes in em otion.
So som ething th a t’s som ber turns into som ething th a t’s like a
Borscht Belt com edy routine w hich turns into som ething th a t’s
perhaps elegiac— because all those em otions can be relevant to a
given topic or series o f topics.

H e’s no t advocating collage, as he specifies elsewhere, in this case specifically
referring to prose, though the idea applies to poetry as well: “I am proposing
a m odular essay form that allows for big jum ps from paragraph to paragraph
to paragraph ” Substitute “stanza,” “line” or even “w ord” for paragraph,
and we’re talking about poetry. W e’ve reached a poetic m om ent w hen selfconscious language is at the forefront o f m uch o f today’s poetry, but w hen
poets are also responding to a need for earnest expression o f em otion. H ence
we have a poet like A ndrea Baker, whose poems leap great distances from
line to line and w ord to w ord in term s o f subject m atter or orientation, while
expression o f clearly discernible em otions or m oods is a constant priority.
Baker, along w ith a handful o f other young poets such as C hristine H um e,
Karen Volkman, and Jim Behrle, is w riting in an em erging vein o f new poetry
that favors, in Bernstein’s words, “sem i-autonom y as opposed to disjunction”
in term s o f the relationship o f images, lines, stanzas, etc. to each other, offering
both the earnest em otional expression and the self-conscious language that
contem porary poetry and the culture it is being w ritten into have come to
dem and.
Baker’s perplexing and thrilling debut, selected by D onald Revell for Slope
Editions, does not easily give itself over to interpretation. Instead, it gestures
toward m eaning, seem ing to aim carefully at its target, then letting the arrow
fly w ithout tracing where, or if, it lands. These poems do not pretend to be
able to nail down any final conclusions about the m urky and complex issues
they undertake to describe: marriage, m other and daughterhood, and the
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relation o f the self to the things and creatures o f the world. Baker’s gesturing
takes place in b oth co n ten t and form , as the stanzas strive toward shapes,
often couplets and tercets, if n o t scraps o f prose, w hich they do n o t sustain.
The voice is quiet, serious, som etim es droning; the fragm ents and sentences
attem p t to reach a conclusion, then trail off midway. The elem ents o f these
poem s are related, th o ugh by the m ood they evoke m ore than anything else,
allowing for the gathering o f “sem i-autonom ous” parts th at nonetheless
cohere into an em otional whole.
The book com prises three sections entitled “G ilda”— previously published
as a chapbook by the Poetry Society o f Am erica— “Bird,” and “Body,” as
well as a prose-poem preface. The preface, w hich is a series o f unrelated
paragraphs w ith several recurring refrains, does n o t do anything in the way
o f explaining the rest o f the book, b u t it does introduce several o f the m ajor
them es as well as the m ethod by w hich the poem s are conducted. In the
m iddle o f the second page comes this lovely sentence: “A nd so I paid $2.35
for the artichoke because I w anted th at type o f intim acy w ith m y husband.”
Seem ingly ran d o m — no shopping trip or husband appears earlier in the
piece— the sentence compresses and conflates the relationship o f w orldly and
dom estic tasks w ith the unquantifiable inner life o f a couple in a relationship.
The “type o f intim acy” described is the type th at costs $2.35 for, perhaps, a
good artichoke as opposed to a bad one, or the type th at garners gratitude for
preparing a good m eal w ith care. E ither way, or w hatever the interpretation,
the relationship is n o t direct or clear, b u t it com m unicates the incom m unicable
com plexity o f sustaining a m arriage in a way that only a poem can. A nd
rendering incom m unicable ideas and feelings in language that otherw ise
cannot be paraphrased is ultim ately the goal o f this book.
A ccretion o f association is one o f Baker’s principal tools. B eginning w ith a
them e, such as “birds” in the second section, Baker gathers clusters o f vaguely
related images, words, and ideas that, taken together, give a unified sense o f
overall m eaning. It’s a kind o f rifling, a careful w ord-association gam e w ith
undisclosed rules and param eters. The poem yields itself as we begin to have
a sense o f w hat those rules and param eters m ight be, as in these cascading
lines from “M igration”:
Baskets o f men wearing cardboard beaks float
below plane-wings pretending to be birds
the shine o f their silver m outh jewels reflects the light
in patterned expression
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like repeating lines o f m ovem ent
or the way they pull o u t a
dead bird
on an alchem ist’s
table
then
push it back in
or m o th er’s long breaths
in fragile sum m er
and the m etal taste o f w ater
expresses the future

The poem shifts its orientation w ord by word, beginning w ith a surreal image
that is alm ost impossible to envision— m en dressed as birds floating in baskets
beneath a plane’s wings. It then moves on to an abstraction (“repeating lines
o f m ovem ent”), then an odd, m ock-historical fact (“an alchem ist’s table”),
followed by intim ate, dom estic details (the m other’s breathing and the taste o f
tap water), w hich evoke a kind o f nostalgia for childhood, which, in expressing
the past, points toward its opposite, “the future.” We are n o t m eant to divine
a m etaphoric argum ent from these disparate elements. Rather, the poem
urges us to plum b each part for its em otional value, and then to add those
values up to arrive at a whole that is unfathom able other than as the sum o f
its parts, m uch as the elements o f real experience have no m eaning other than
that w hich we assign them by sim plifying and om itting.
Elsewhere, even sparer poems attem pt to com m unicate the intim acy and
violence o f marriage, as in a series entitled “com ing hom e poem s.” The
associations between words are often musical before they are rational (“we wife
// bitter leaf”), and counterintuitive though expressive o f a m ysterious logic
(“this chair showing tarnish // its m etal skin longing / like a m eal”). W hite
space figures the stuttering “sem i-autonom y” o f images and ideas, which,
again, do not exactly m atch up but gesture toward a coherent narrative:
how do you leave this flesh
for the question
as if you could leave
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from my simple hands

O ther high points include the “Gilda” series, which features haunting
drawings mingled with the text, and “Rest, with water,” a re-imagining of
m otherhood which concludes with the stunningly brave statement, “There
are too many references / for a m other’s love and none o f them say: 11 product
o f my sexual love, this is my child.”
These are very quiet poems, meaning that it may take multiple readings
before this book begins to fully engage a reader’s attention. It has the subtle
quality o f the sound of snow falling, which, at first, goes unnoticed and
then suddenly becomes overwhelmingly beautiful. The book demands it be
read on its own terms, which is a fault and a virtue. Certainly, Baker is
susceptible to the frequent criticism o f contem porary poetry: that it willfully
alienates readers, requiring a specialized education, or even initiation, to be
understood. This is a difficult book, which also beckons the criticism o f those
who believe inaccessibility is all that keeps poetry from a larger audience. But
Baker draws the reader in by requiring that s/he do a good deal of the work
o f filling in the associative blanks, enabling the poems to express a far more
esoteric, complex, and ultimately realistic version of experience than poems
that presume most words mean the same thing for everyone.
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Leslie Scalapino

A nd W alking and Seeing N ight the Plomb.

Intestine’s in eyelids
no habits one’s a plomb of walking and seeing
that
Yet a person’s
‘living to die’
is
in and ‘is’
forest of people killing and or their seeing that they’re
{not) ‘people’s acceptance’ is there at all the same as their being
there
also their intestines in their eyelids while
still living

O ne’s
a plomb of walking and seeing stopped but as that walking and
seeing
plomb of corpses that swim at surface underwater
city’s
not split between their decomposition and
night
either
Addington’s having made legal torture and imprisoning con
structing govt rule
that w ithout detainee’s trial or
(there’s no) charges they’re on the mere accusation of their terror
ism
architect of their being no law
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he’s (Addington’s) chosen as an

for anyone as their choice lives to die
may

they
dead to replace schools
do so
not split between their decomposition and

night? night
is
one’s plomb of walking and seeing and they’re
split between w hat’s seen and
people’s
acceptance’ as if that were the being (anywhere) but isn’t anywh
ere a lived plain that isn’t there
is
plomb of everyone’s there

atlonce for an instant

all

outside’s the (everyone’s) plomb of walking and seeing also the
circle

ec static

and

terror o f not seeing?

or even terror o f not having that (terror of) as being
dead while their ‘here’

and (in) Addington’s outside m otion

is legally the physical tortured peoples there
so
cial ‘acceptance’ is an illusion that is then not there then either
the separation between
the
choice o f being seeing one’s illusion/’people’s acceptance’ lived
and their
‘not split between their decomposition and night’ is
terror
‘Really’ the dead-loved float away
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they don’t float aren’t there

is ‘one’s choice to live to die’

for one
— in that forest is—
outside outside?
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Phil C ordelli

to concentrate
blood-red plumes
stomacher

crabbed allusions
and graceful phantasms, at ease,
some m irrored surface

like dandelions, in no time
emigres, with abandoned skills, so near
we cannot see

like an English horn,
m onum ental and anxious
a baroque pinnacle

a surreal intimacy,
say how pleased it was
only a handshake

final night,
through the seams
seemed the threshold
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Dolls’ eyes

1
M ightn’t a stem be blacker at the ground,
redden itself to flesh?
At the furthest reach expend itself,
to pale its leaves seasonally?

2
O n either side, no views
wash off their three days
in all directions by
bean-like tenderness
and inside all
the tendrils
some sort o f sight
bend L O N G T H E FEN C ES
afraid
to let your eyes face upward
the skinning serving to collect
things falling
are fallen

sideways the rock cuts each root o f tu rf
ripening to open N O W
THY
BEND
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Stainseii

Taking all
the remains o f the world
and sweeping them up.
A wedding song
we crawl upon.
Shadows of hair,
feral birth of ends
in the rings, alter —
nately exchanges
chlor for gone, for line,
for lime, for spiral,
furrow pillows us,
some come red,
the older are dead.
Synonym, the younger sings.
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Susan Tichy

Book o f War

O pened at random it always yields
Burned gram m ar difficult to pass
Yellow pagoda w hite trim
Each god is represented each
Represented figure is a god
Beggars w ith no hands say
Beggars w ith no hands
Is it day or night
Is it by or through
Lay your flowers at the open gate

O pen book, a slim volum e
Twice translated reads
‘There can be no hon o u r in an asham ed action
Typewriter used 1960 to 1975
‘Express respect for learning’
Express respect for propaganda
Paper scholar a children’s toy
Standing in a decorated cart
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O n a train it can be difficult
To see through the wire mesh screen
To see as far as ‘m ountain’
O r m ountains over rice fields, river towns
Both incline to distance
Glass case locked and a paper seal
Unjustice twice translated
O ff my grave, he said I said
Among these forms only

Symbols too easily come by
One-stringed fiddle, two-stringed guitar
Frets an inch and a half of carved bone
If time enters the story here
Eels swim in a wet basket
Clay bowls o f live chicks
Live in your eyes, I thought
A thousand fish
W here the boats unload
Best cure
‘To attack for occupying’
‘In the daily liberating’
M eant lure
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Roadside stupa in the Thai style
U nder reconstruction
A pencil line to guide the painter
Each god is represented each
Represented figure is w ithin
A pencil line to guard the painter
Unrealistic color-coded
U ntranslated sky says
U narm ored bu t not
U narm ed

A substitution in the gram m ar
Fatedness
O f detail elsewhere not
If now in greenw ood he lies slain
W hy sittest thou? he asked me
As if some shadow elsewhere let
M e sleep, he said
A utonom ous, a m om ent
Just
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Pablo Neruda

from The Hands of Day (Las manos del dia)

I
The Guilty One

I declare myself guilty o f never having
fashioned, w ith these hands I was given,
a broom.
W hy did I not make a broom?
W hy was I given hands at all?
W hat purpose did they serve
if I only saw the rum or o f the grain,
if I had ears only for the wind
and didn’t gather the thread
of the broom ,
still green on the earth,
and didn’t lay the tender stalks out to dry
and was not able to unite them
in a golden bundle
or attach a wooden cane
to the yellow skirt
so I had a broom to sweep the paths.
So it was. I don’t know how
I lived my life
w ithout learning, w ithout seeing,
w ithout gathering and uniting
those elements.
At this hour I cannot deny
that I had the time,
time,
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but did not have hands,
and so, how could I aspire
w ith m y m ind to greatness
and not be capable
o f m aking
a broom ,
not one,
one?

II
Emptiness

A nd how is a sea made?
I didn’t make the sea:
I discovered it in its wild
offices,
I found it ready for anything,
crackling,
pacific,

atlantic o f lead,
m editerranean
dyed w ith aniline:
everything was w hite and deep,
seething and perm anent,
it had waves, ovaries,
dead ships:
its body
was pulsing.
I m easured it between the rocks
o f the astonished earth
and said, I didn’t make it,
no, I did not make it, nobody did:
w ithin that nobody I am
a worthless servant,
like a m ollusk cracked
by its teeth. The sea.
I didn’t make the scattered salt
nor the w ind crowned
by the gust that shatters the whiteness,
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no, I did not make
the water’s light nor the kiss that shakes
the ship with embattled lips,
nor the explosions o f sand,
nor the m ovem ent that wrapped in silence
the whale and its children.
I was removed
from those infinities,
not a single finger o f my fellow men
trem bled in the water that hastens existence
and I came to be a witness
to the m ost turbulent solitude
w ith nothing more than em pty eyes
that filled up with waves
and that will close
on emptiness.

Ill
Sitting Down

The whole world sitting
at the table,
on the throne,
at the assembly,
in the train car,
in the chapel,
by the ocean,
in the plane, in the school, in the stadium
the whole world being seated or seating themselves:
but they will have no m em ory
of any chair
made by my hands.
W hat happened? Why, if my destiny
was, am ong other things, to sit down,
why was I not allowed
to plant four legs
o f an extinguished tree
into the seat, into the back,
into the very next person
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w ho had to wait for the birth
or the death o f som eone he loved?
(I failed the chairs, never built one,
in its style transform ing
the naturalness o f the w ood
and in its illustrious form
the rite o f the dark trees.)
The circular saw
like a planet
descended the night
until it reached the earth.
It rolled through the m ountains
o f my country,
it passed, w ithout seeing, through m y door o f larvae,
it became lost in its own sound.
A nd that was how I walked
in the fragrance
o f the sacred forest
w ithout taking a hatchet to the thicket o f small trees,
w ithout taking in my hands
the decision and the wisdom
o f cutting off the branches
and bringing forth
from im m obility
a chair
and repeating it
until the whole w orld is sitting down.

IV
Negative Hands

W hen did anyone ever see me
cutting branches, w innow ing the wheat?
W ho am I, if I created nothing?
A ny son o f a Juan
could touch the land
and let fall som ething
that entered like a key
enters the lock:
and the earth opened wide.
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N ot me, I didn’t have the time
or the know-how:
I kept my hands clean
as those of an urban cadaver,
even axle grease despised me,
the m ud, inseparable from the pure ways,
left w ithout me to inhabit the wild provinces:
agriculture never had a place in my books
and not having made that place, lost am ong wine
cellars,
I concealed my poor obsessions
until I only really lived in farewells.
Goodbye, I called to the oil, w ithout knowing the
olive,
and to the barrel, that miracle o f nature,
I said goodbye, since I didn’t com prehend
how so m any things were made on earth
w ithout the permission o f my useless hands.

V
Forgetting

Hands that worked with only
clothes and bodies,
shirts and hips
and books, books, books
until they were merely
shadow hands, nets
w ithout fish, in the air:
only these were attested:
the heroism o f other hands
and the generative edifices
that dead fingers raised
and living fingers extend.
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There is no before with my hands:
I forgot the peasants
who in the coursing
o f my blood
ploughed:
it wasn’t blacksmiths
that ruled within me, sturdy races
that hand after hand fashioned
anchors, hammers, nails,
spoons and tongs,
screws, rails, lances,
locomotives, prows,
so that railroad stokers
with the slowness of hands filthy
with grease and coal, were suddenly
gods of movement
of trains that passed through my childhood
beneath the green hands of the rain.

Translatedfrom the Spanish by William O ’D aly
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Kate Greenstreet
translations
[ 1]

Paintings o f m ine burned
w hen m y sister’s house caught fire.
O thers were lost, sold for drugs, ruined
w hen the pipes burst at the farm
and we were all so far from hom e.
You’re in a place that feels familiar.

The sky is so blue and they’re talking so
loud on the wires o u t there— how can I
sleep?
Sometimes after I’ve spent the night
explaining myself to you...

“Wow, this wire is huge.”

“This is the new religion.”

I believe he said: “A t the end o f the
tunnel, a light.” I ’d never heard the
expression.
W hat is tired will rise.

“Shit. There’s a live wire in m y bed.”
(“It w on’t h u rt you,” he says.)
I knew he was somebody
from the future. And I knew:
I was supposed to know who.
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“W ere you always like that?”
I say yes, bu t later think: w ho knows
w hat I was like? (having just the usual
handful o f m ental snapshots)
‘If you bring forth what is within you,
what is within you will save you.”

‘radiant dust”

Steel
has to be made
of steel.
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[2 ]

Next: the house

Here is my witness.

could be razed
by the tim e you arrive.
You could find me
sleeping on the dirt.
U nderneath that blanket,
“a whole new system of faith”

protected
by the boxes I brought west.
The silverware.
The farm equipm ent, [rust]
to suggest that something started
and then ended

Well, the celebration got underway. We
were all sitting under a very big tree and
had a lot o f picnic stuff and other stuff of
ours around. They lit the cornfield on fire
then. Part o f the usual ritual, [smoke]
to suggest that something started
and then ended

So far, there are the dreams, and the
longing. I fell asleep and I was telling her:
“It’s amazing, I know, but you could have
another life.”
That time allows us to see
what we were blind to and to become
blind to what we’ve seen.
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[3 ]

People were telling their earliest
memories.
What do amnesia and building
renovation have in common?

Sitting on the wall up at the school.

We were where you stop and I begin.

“Boats broken loose were trying to get in
at closed w indow s.” (You covered m y eyes
w ith your hand.)
“Standing at the screen door, looking at
thesky, who did we dream
we could become?”

M et a friend, a w om an that I liked. Then
it turned out she was the one I sometim es
spoke to in the superm arket, noticing the
soft spots in fruit. She gave m e a key to
her garage.
When you fix up an old house, you have
to tear away a part of it.

Earlier I was a child, and m y friend grew
breasts and had to drop me. “Let’s take a
walk anyway,” I said, “We can still have
some fun.”
Nice to see you again.
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Britta Ameel

I asked the m ind for a shape
and shape meant nothing
after Brenda Hillman andfor Greta

D oor frames make space
for the frame of a hum an figure.
All touch built for hands.
Even sound— Sunday’s mower buzz—
has edges.
An aerial view, we see the idea o f map.
No borders for the rem embering
and so the bird songs become
what. Chilly. Metallic.
New name for the skin o f thing.
I fear the invisible lines a sort of talking
resistance to actual voice, actual person.
If we are inside-out animals
would I put yours on.
Circular attention to you, a space-making device,
an opening and close.
W hen the shape was invented m ourning
became a tight white box.
Illusory transport and lack.
M orning. The w oodthrush
harmonizes w ith itself and my heart
fidgets against the pillow.
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W hat is a glass stone in a m etal cup.
H um an standing inside a door.
Language. Scent o f skin against—
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The m orning I learned about you,
between worlds if there is space
for a body there, I needed borders
to do the remembering.
Isn’t it always about shape?
The crow in the parking lot from above,
one black dot on the grid,
m ight mean
nothing, but I read into it. H ow else
to distinguish and let extinguish?
We say things get caught in our throats.
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Does sound disappear, can you see
through us like light?
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I fear losing your shape.
Is that blatant enough
and can I have you back.
We mean glass stone against metal.
The throat box chilly and metallic
against the bird’s thin skin.
We line the edges of world up
in map and expect to understand
why some birds sing only for sound,
why the liminal takes you over.
Fidgeting glass stone a doorway
and the mower makes a space.
I fear what is w ritten between the heart.
An inside-out, animal, a naming.
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G reta W rolstad

Fontaine de Vaucluse

Cliffs above, and at the base o f the rising bluff,
a cave releases
a river into the parched
valley, the water
clear— I thought it frozen with time— and could
hold that illusion if not for the river weeds
swirling under its surface. Let us stay
on the stone walls o f this river and look
deep into
the currents, alive with pebble-fish
m oving dreamlike through uncountable
gradations o f green— the light
is lifting
out of the valley. We are not so far away
from the source, even here, where we barely speak
the language, where we cannot navigate
from town to town w ithout several maps, my m outh
dry as shale, your shoulders raw from the sun.
The piece o f glass in your palm has become
a patch for a rift in the river
and I am leaving soon,
for Strasbourg’s sandstone cathedral, to see
figures carved
on the facade, stand under
the looming arches and look up at the clerestory.
The season o f rain is coming. H old out your hand.
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